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Shellac & Cylinder Records
& Mechanical Music
1.
10-inch records, mainly vocal
by Tom Foy, Violet Loraine, Harry Payne,
Fred Douglas, Chaliapine, Harry Fay, Kirkby,
McCormack, Dawson, Plunket Greene, G.H.
Elliott and others (159) £20-30
2.
10-inch records, vocal, by GalliCurci, Randolph Sutton, Madame Dews, Tom
Foy, Albert Whelan, Madame Deering, George
Formby and others (156) £20-30

11.
7-inch Berliner records, M.Borwell:
E2071 Off to Philadelphia; E2072X Yeoman’s
Wedding Song, both 9.30.98 (2) £40-60
12.
7-inch Berliner records, 123 London
Municipal Orchestra, Matinee Girl; 113
Municipal Concert Orchestra, Cock of the
North, 11.17.1900 & 11.6.1900 (2) £40-60
13.
7-inch Berliner records, 2688
Charles Foster, Would you like to go halves in
this, n.d. £30-40
14.
7-inch Berliner records, 2912X Louis
Bradfield, Nipper’s Lullaby, 15.10.00; 4760
Church Choir, Sweet and Low, 28.8.00 (2)
£40-60

25.
Edison Diamond Discs, electric: Nos.
52396, 52468, 52231, 52554, 52539, 52258,
52143, 52504, 52293, 52303, 52334, 52247,
52208, 52441, 52586, 52262 (16) £20-40
26.
Edison Diamond Discs, Forty, of
mixed content £20-40
27.
Edison Diamond Discs, forty, of
mixed content £20-40
28.
Pathé records, 11½ inch: sixty,
ballad and music hall, by Bates, Herwin,
Heather, Howe and others (60) £30-40

15.
10-inch records, forty black-andsilver Columbia records, circa 1903, most in
(dilapidated) original envelopes, in 2 boxes
£20-30

3.
10-inch records, comedy and ballad,
by Bluff, Fay, Eisdell, Coltham, W. Bryant,
Florrie Forde, Dan Leno and others (157)
£20-30

16.
12-inch records, eighty,vocal and
instrumental, acoustic and electric, by Butt,
Percy Grainger (G & T 05503), Henry Lytton,
Allin, Vesta Tilley and others, in a rack and an
album £20-40

4.
10-inch records, comedy and ballad,
by Florrie Forde, Harry Fay, Billy Williams (15)
and others (160) £20-30

30.
Pathé records, sixty-five, 9 ½ - 11 ½
inch, of mixed content £30-50
31.
Pathé records, thirty-one, 9 ½ - 11 ½
inch, dance bands (31) £30-40

5.
10-inch records, vocal, mainly ballad
and opera, by Butt, Schumann and others,
acoustic and electric (86) £20-30
6.
10-inch records, acoustic and
electric, including vocal, band, dance etc, by
Gracie Fields, Formby Jr and others (180)
£20-30
7.
10-inch records, acoustic and
electric, including vocal, band, dance etc, by
Gracie Fields (18 in album), and others, band
and vocal (180, 2 racks & 3 albums) £20-30

29.
Pathé and Diamond records, sixtyeight, 9 ½ and 10½ inch, of mixed content (68)
£30-50

32.
Chaminade, composer and pianist:
10-inch G & T 5556 Pierette, flush label
(various lt scrs, most non-sounding, 1 small
chip affecting 2 grooves) £70-100
17.
Pathé records, 11½ in: thirty-four
vocal, by Buckman, Tubb, Brola, Lett, Herwin,
Muzio, Schipa, Franz and others; and twentyseven orchestral and instrumental (56) £30-50
18.
Pathé and Diamond records, 9½
and 10½ inch, band and other (83) £30-50

8.
10-inch records, acoustic and
electric, band, vocal and others (160) £20-30

19.
Pathé records, 11½ in, band and
orchestral (61) £20-40

9.
10-inch records, vocal, acoustic
and electric, mainly comedy and ballad, by
Dawson, Lauder, Champion, Grossmith and
others (147) £20-30

20.
Pathé and Diamond records 9½
and 10½ inch, popular and light classical, by
Formby, Pen-Caws, Billy Williams and others,
mainly band and orchestral (86) £30-50

33.
Neophone records, Système
Michaelis, 12-inch: 17034/5 American
Comedy Four, Dixie / Owl and the Pussycat,
solid stock, blue and white label; 17215/6,
17219/20, Ernest Shand, red & gold label (3)
£30-50
34.
Pathé discs, 20-inch: 7007/8,
orchestral, paper label (rubbed); 5612/22858
orchestral (large surface chip on 5615), etched
centre, in original cover (2) £30-50

21.
Edison Diamond Discs, thirty-nine,
of mixed content (39) £20-40
22.
Edison Diamond Discs, thirty-three,
classical,by Hempel, Heinrich, Muzio and
others, maainly orchestral and instrumental
(33) £40-60
23.
Edison Diamond Discs, forty, of
mixed content £20-40
10.
12-inch records, vocal (including 12
Historic Masters), orchestral, instrumental and
band (124) £20-30
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24.
Edison Diamond Discs, Forty-one, of
mixed content £20-40

35.
Two-minute phonograph cylinders,
Edison: 108 £80-120
36.
Two and four-minute phonograph
cylinders, mainly Edison: eighty-seven, vocal
and bands, by Billy Williams, Dawson, Ada
Jones and others £80-120
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

37.
Two-minute phonograph cylinders,
Edison and Edison Bell: sixty-three, mixed
content £50-70
38.
Two-minute phonograph cylinders,
mainly Edison Bell: forty-two; and a Thomas
Round 2-cylinder set £40-60

48.
Vertical-cut records, thirteen, by
Aerophon, Pathé (arabic titles), Disque Henry,
Aeolian-Vocalion, Disque Olympia, PhonoCut Record, Edison-Bell Little Champion and
Apollon (13) £20-30

57.
A 14-note organette, the Reed
Pipe Clariona, with swell box and five rolls (in
working order, but most rolls needing new
leaders. One hinge detached on swell shutter.)
£100-150

49.
Label records, 10-inch: thirty-seven,
by The Stars, “Chappell”, Arrow, Regentone,
Beatall, Currys, A.W.Gamage, Syrena, Eclipse
(10-in), Conqueror, Raleigh and others (37)
£40-60

58.
A musical box, playing eight airs
including San Toy (1899), accompanied by
drum and three bells with butterfly strikers,
tune indicator, tune sheet and grained case
-- 17¾ in wide, the cylinder 6¼ in (in working
order, some marks on lid) £180-250

50.
Private recordings, mainly lacquer:
approximately 70; and ten U.S. Navy 33 1/3
16-in vinyl discs (80) £20-30
51.
Record cabinet, HMV, 1930s, in
walnut veneer, containing 20 12-inch albums
of light classical records £20-30

39.
Four-minute phonograph  cylinders,
wax Amberols: sixty-four £30-50
40.
Four-minute phonograph  cylinders,
Blue Amberols: 109, by Billy Williams, Golden
Gate Orchestra, Losey’s Orchestra and many
others £80-120

59.
An EMG horn gramophone, Mark
Xa, with two-spring soundbox, spring motor,
quarter-veneered oak case and Mark IX horn
-- 22 in. diam (good overall condition, horn
with slight sag, exterior painted brown)
£1000-1500

41.
Four-minute phonograph  cylinders,
Blue Amberols: thirty-six, in ‘egg box’ case (no
cartons) £30-40

60.
A Nirona child’s gramophone,
“888”, with reflector and green square steel
case deciorated with nursery scenes £100-150
61.
A table grand gramophone, Selecta,
with Truphonic tone-arm, Noropa soundbox
and mahiogany case; a quantity of records
in a carton and two carriers; and two tapemeasures and a zig-zag rule £30-50

42.
Pathé discs, 11½ in: thirty-seven,
band, orchestral and instrumental, mainly
edge start; twenty-two vocal, by Kirkby-Lunn,
Noté, Buckman, Boyer, Defreyn, Fragson and
others; and three others, smaller (62) £40-60

52.
Edison Disc Phonograph, Type
C19 with LP attachment, standard and LP
reproducers and mahogany Chippendale style
cabinet --51 in. high £200-300

43.
10-inch records, vocal: 145, ballad
and comedy (2 racks) £30-50

53.
Edison Disc reproducer, Edisonic, In
gilt finish, with wood cradle £30-50

44.
10-inch records, bands and dance
(mainly acoustic) and popular vocals, electric:
246 (3 racks) £20-40

54.
Edison lateral-cut rerproducer, with
goose-neck and socket for fitting on Edison
Diamond Disc Phonograph £20-40

45.
12-inch and 10-inch records, Band,
orchestral and instrumental: seventy-two;
vocal and instrumental: forty-six; and twentyseven similar 10-inch records, in 2 racks, a
carton and an album (145) £20-40

55.
Two reproducers, for Edison disc
phonograph: a Bliss, mounted for lateral cut
records, and a Jewel, for lateral or vertical cut
records (2) £30-50

46.
Marathon (Packman cut) records,
sixteen, 10-inch, band and orchestral, 12 in
original covers (16) £80-120
47.
Odeon records, 10 and 10¾ inch:
fourteen, vocal and band (14) £10-20

56.
A 20-note organette, Concert Roller
Organ, in gilt-stencilled walnut case with
internal Boston, Massachusetts dealer label
(rubbed) and fourteen ‘cobs’, most in modern
card boxes (15) (in good working order)
£200-300

62.
A Mikiphone portable gramophone,
numbered 26-0015049, with Mikiphone
soundbox, black resonator and fitted cloth
cover (motor runs, exterior nickel dull, no
dents in lid, cloth cover damaged round
missing press-stud) £100-150
63.
Small records, Huntley & Palmers
advertising record card, in envelope; and
fifteen Mimosa and similar records, in an
O’Cedar polish tin £20-40
64.
A lockstitch sewing machine, Atlas
‘A’ (one foot cracked) £20-30

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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73.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a large
collection of sets and part sets, to include
Victoria Cross, Army Life, Boy Scouts & Girl
Guides, Motor Cars, Dandies and more, plus
duplications, Fair/gd some poor (5 folders)
£50-100
74.
Cigarette Cards, a large collection
of loose cards, various manufacturers, to
include, Players, Wills, Churchman, Carreras,
Cavenders and more, Fair/gd (qty) £50-100
65.
A chainstitch sewing machine,
Willcox & Gibbs, with patent dates to 1883
(lacking cotton-reel holder) £50-70
66.
Organette discs, sixteen, zinc, 10
3/8 in diam. £20-30

75.
Cigarette Cards, Players and Wills, a
large collection of sets and part sets, including
drum Banners & Cap Badges, Famous
Inventions, English Period Costume, Polar
Exploration, Racehorses & Jockeys 1938 and
more, with duplication, Fair/gd some poor (5
Folders) £50-100
81.
Cigarette Cards, Carreras and
Godfrey Phillips Ltd, a collection of sets, part
sets and duplicates, comprising History of
Naval Uniforms, Popular Personalities, Happy
Family, Aircraft, School Badges, Raemaekers
War Cartoons and more (6 folders) £60-100

67.
Records, approximately 80, mainly
12-inch, mainly vocal, including Fonotipia,
HMV, Cetra and others, by de Luca, Stracciari,
Amato and others, in 2 containers £30-50
68.
Records, of mixed content: a large
quantity £20-30
Cigarette & Trade Cards
76.
Trade Cards, a large collection of
various trade cards, to include The ‘Nose’
Game, Fortune Telling, Rare Stamps, The Story
of the Locomotive, Motor Racing, Play Better
Soccer and more, various manufacturers, Fair/
gd, (8 folders) £50-80

69.
Trade Cards, a large collection of
various sets and part sets, including Mars
Confectionary, Gaycon Products Ltd, Typhoo
tea Ltd, Trucards, Lyons Tea, Brooke Bond and
more, covering various subject matters, Fair/
gd some poor (8 folders) £50-80
70.
Cigarette Cards, a collection of
Players and Wills sets and part sets, to include
Miniatures, Straight Line Caricatures, Riders
of the World, Household Hints, Railway
Equipment, Merchant Ships of the World and
more, alot of duplicate cards, Fair/gd some
poor (5 folders) £50-100
71.
Cigarette Cards, Churchman’s, an
assortment of sets and part sets, comprising
Life in a lIner, series of 12 and 25, ‘’Frisky’’,
Howlers, The Queen Mary, Sports and Games
in Many Lands, Kings of Speed and more, with
duplicates, Fair/gd some poor (5 Folders)
£50-100
72.
Trade Cards, a quantity of sets and
parts sets, various manufacturers, including
Barratt & Co Ltd, Black Cat, Lyons, Hurcules
Cycle Company Ltd, Brooke Bond and more,
various subject matter, Fair/gd some poor (6
folders) £50-80
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80.
Cigarette Cards, Players and
Wills, an assortment of sets, part sets and
duplicates, comprising a large collection of
sporting, including Cricketers Caricatures
by ‘RIP’, Football Caricatures by ‘MAC’ and
Association Cup Winner, plus Arms & Armour,
‘The Toast’, Musical Celebrities and many
more (5 folders) £50-100

77.
Cigarette Cards, a quantity of
mixed sets, part sets and odds from various
manufacturers, including Hignett’s Peter
Jackson, Copes Bros & Co Ltd, J.Wix & Sons,
Churchmans, Ogdens and more, Fair/gd some
poor (5 folders) £50-100

82.
Cigarette Cards, five albums
containing various sets, part sets and odds,
from manufacturers, Ogdens, Churchmans,
Godfrey Phillips Ltd, Players and Wills (5
albums) £60-100
83.
Trade Cards, A large collection of
various trade cards from Daily Mirror, Soccer
Bubblegum, Brooke Bond, Wizard T. Bags, The
Collector & Hobbyist and many more (qty)
£50-100

78.
Cigarette Cards, Players and Wills,
a quantity of sets, part sets and duplicates,
comprising Military Motors, Racing
Caricatures, Lucky Charms, Mining, Famous
British Liners, Fish & Bait and more, some L
sets, Fair/gd some poor (6 folders) £50-100
84.
Trade Cards, a collection of 1970s
onwards trade card sets, part sets and odds,
comprising Sharps, Ty-phoo Tea Ltd, Barbers
Tea, Primrose Confectionery Co Ltd, Topps and
many more (qty) £50-100

79.
Trade Cards, a large collection of
various sets, part sets and duplicates, various
manufacturers, including Barratt, Wilcocks &
Wilcocks Ltd, Brooke Bond, Mister Softee’s,
Mars Confections and more (9 folders)
£60-100

85.
Cigarette Cards, an assortment
of sets, part sets and odds, various
manufacturers, including Nicolas Sarony & Co,
J. Millhoff & Co Ltd, R & J Hill Ltd, Gallaher Ltd,
Turf, Churchman, Godfrey Phillips and more
(qty) £60-100
86.
Cigarette Cards, Players and Wills,
an assortment of Sets, part sets, odds and
duplicates, comprising Strage Crafts, Howlers,
Rigs of Ships, Famous Golfers, Famous
Beauties, British School of Painting and many
more (parcel) £60-100

www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

102.
Trade Cards, an extensive collection
of various trade cards, multiplr manufacturers,
to include, Ty-phoo, Brooke Bond, Doncella,
Junior Service, and more (10 albums) £60-100

87.
Cigarette and Trade cards, a
large collection of loose cards, mainly part
sets, plus some full sets, including Gallaher,
Players, Wills, Carreras and many more, plus a
selection of loose stamps (parcel) £50-100

103.
Trade Cards, an large collection of
trade and tea cards, multiple manufacturers
including, PG Tips, Brooke Bond, Sanitarium
Health Foods, Bisto, Twinings and many more
(12 ambums) £70-100

88.
Cigarette Cards, a collection of cards
in original albums, including Players Uniforms
of the Teritorial Army, Cricketers 1938, Aircraft
of the Royal Air Force, Film Stars and more
(parcel) £40-60
89.
Cigarette Cards, a large collection
of part sets and duplicates, various
manufacturers, to include Churchman,
Carreras, Godfrey Phillips, Players and many
more (parcel) £50-100
90.
Cigarette Silks, two glazed displays
of silks, comprising Morris & Sons Birds and
Kensitas and more together with a framed ste
of Players Derby and Grand National Winners,
plus a selection of sets in albums (parcel)
£50-100

95.
Cigarette Cards, A mixed
collection of various sets and part sets by
different manufacturers, including Phillips,
Churchmans, Ogdens, Turf, Lambert & Butler
etc, comprising sports, animals, nature and
more (7 ablums) £60-100
96.
Trade Cards, a large collection of
British and Overseas trade and tea cards,
including South African example, multiple
manufacturers including Hitchmans, Disney,
Brooke Bond, Amaran, Horniman, Forcasta
and more, sets, part sets and duplicates (11
albums) £60-100

104.
Edwardian and later Cigarette
and Trade cards, various cards some held in
albums, including Wills Allied Army Leaders
(Set) F, and Gallahers Kute Kiddies (14) P,
together with various other cards by Wills,
Players, Ogdens, Carreras, may include some
sets, and others Kensitas Silks Flags of the
British Empire and trade cards including James
Pascall Scouting (3) and War Portrait (1) P-F,
Hustler Soap, Bisto, Frys and others, P-F, (Qty)
£50-80

97.
Cigarette Cards, a mixed collection
of sets, part sets, odds and duplicates, mainly
Players and Wills, also including Carreras and
Churchman (6 albums) £50-100

91.
Cigarette Cards, a large collection
of various sets and part sets, from different
manufacturers including, Players, Wills,
Embassy, Gallaher and more, in sleeves and
loose, various conditions (parcel) £80-120

98.
Trade Cards, an extensive collection
of sets, part sets and odds, from various
manufacturers, to including Ty-phoo, Twinings,
Black Cat, Grandee, Brooke Bond, Elkes Biscuit
Ltd and many more (12 albums) £70-100

105.
Salmon & Gluckstein Methods
of Conveying The Mails, 30/48 cards fair to
good, issued in 1900, F-G, (30) £200-250
106.
Gallaher’s Royalty Series and Types
of the British Army, a set of 50 Royalty Series
fair to good (F-G), together with five odd cards
Types of the British Army (Three Pipes back
brown (2) green (1) and Two Flakes brown
back (2) (F) F-G, (55) £50-80

92.
Cigarette Cards, a collection of sets
and part sets, loose and in collectors books,
plus a More British Marvels Album Vol 2
(parcel) £50-80

99.
Cigarette Cards, a collection of
various manufactuers sets, part sets and odds,
including South African examples, Players,
Wills, Carreras, Westminster, Greys and many
more (8 albums) £70-100
93.
Trade Cards, A large assortment
of trade card sets and part sets, various
manufacturers, including Brooke Bond,
Grandee, Chocolat Suchard, Lyons, Trebor
Chews and many more, plus advertising cards
(10 albums) £70-100
94.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a quantity
of sets, part sets and duplicates, including RAF
Badges, Kings & Queens of England, Riders of
the World, Dandies, Football Caricatures by
RIP, Napoleon and many more (8 albums)
£60-100

100.
Cigarette Cards, an array of various
sets, part sets and odds, in ring binder
albums and loose sleeves, to include Players,
Westminster, Black Cat, Wills and more (5
albums and sleeves) £60-100
101.
Cigarette Cards, an assortment
of Wills and Ardarth sets, to include, Ships
Badges, Britains Part in the War, Britains
Defenders, Modern School Atlas, Speed,
Fighting and Civil Aircraft and more (parcel)
£60-100

107.
Wills and Cope Bros Sets, three
sets comprising Wills Locomotives and Rolling
Stock (No Clause 50) mostly F-G some P and
Lighthouses Three Castles Cigarettes (50 G),
together with Cope Bros British Warriors
(black back (50 F-G), P-G, (3) £60-80
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108.
Cigarette Cards Sets and Odds,
various cards mostly in loose leaf albums
including sets by Players, Wills, Ogden’s,
Churchman’s, Gallaher, such as Riders of the
World, Whaling, Arms & Armour, Poultry,
Modes of Conveyance, Kings and Queens of
England (L), Polar Exploration and others,
mostly F-G, some P (40+), together with
various odd cards mostly in loose leaves, P-G,
(Qty) £100-150

109.
American Tobacco and Godfrey
Phillips Silk Issues, American Tobacco set of
M30 Birds (set 3), all Zira including one Nebo
variation and part set Women of Ancient
Egypt (No 18 missing) including one brand
variation, together with Godfrey Phillips Old
Masters set 2C (BDV below image) P20, F-G,
(3) £100-150

Stamps & Postal Related
117.
A collection of World stamps, in
many stockbooks and loose, some themed
stocks for US, Canada, Italy, New Zealand,
Europe and much more, two boxes £60-100

113.
American Tobacco and Imperial
Tobacco Canada Silk Issues, American Tobacco
State Flowers M22/25 plus seven colour
variations and one design variation together
with, Imperial Tobacco Canada Canadian
Miscellany Crests of Canadian Provinces ten
of each in various colours (Alberta, Ontario,
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island,
Quebec, Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia and
Crests of Canadian Colleges ten of each in
various colours (Dalhousie, Laval, Queens,
Royal Military, Royal NW Mounted Police,
Toronto, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Ottawa,
Saskatchewan and Upper Canada, F-G, (3)
£80-120

118.
An album of British stamps, the
stockbook with good Victorian and Edwardian
examples on seven pages, the remainder
vacant £100-200
119.
A collection of World stamps,
including a Guernsey stockbook from 1944 to
2001, a folder with Vatican City 1929 to 1950s,
not complete, and a box containnig GB, Hong
Kong, Polish, Hungarian and more, some mint,
and some FDCs £80-120

110.
American Tobacco Felt Issues Indian
Blankets, a collection of 31 Miniature Indian
Blankets all different including four colour
variations, F-G, (31) £50-80

120.
A Victorian mahogany hall stamp
box, rectangular with fitted interior of six
compartments each with ivory handle and
circular price inset £50-70

111.
American Tobacco and Imperial
Tobacco Canada Silk Issues, American
Tobacco State Maps and Maps of Territories
M35/50 plus four brand variations and State
Seals M44/48 plus thirteen brand variations,
together with Imperial Tobacco Canada
Canadian Cities T23/50 including two colour
variations/duplicates, F-G, (3) £60-80

121.
A collection of Polish stamps, in a
stockbook, from the 1920s to c1970s, mostly
used £40-60

112.
American Tobacco and Godfrey
Phillips Silk Issues, American Tobacco Rulers
with National Arms P22/24 (minus Belgium/
Russia) and Godfrey Phillips Flags Set 13 P54
including twenty seven BDV black print, seven
BDV blue print, seven BDV green print and 13
BDV orange print, F-G, (2) £80-120

114.
Imperial Tobacco Canada Silk
Issues, Canadian Miscellany including
Countries with emblems Holland, India, Italy,
Japan, New Zealand, Panama, Peru, Portugal,
Roumania, Russia, Switzerland, Turkey,
Months and Zodiac signs February, March,
April, May, June, July, August, September,
October, November, December, Sport croquet,
fencing, rowing, ski-ing, snowshoeing, and
miscellaneous Geneva Cross, locomotive,
zebra, anchor, baseball, beaver and maple leaf
all twelve of each in various colours, (4)
£80-120
115.
Cigarette Cards, Murray Sons &
Co Yachtsman Cigarettes Irish Scenery (2),
Wills Time and Money, 37/50, Carreras Alice
in Wonderland, round corners, 45/50, F &
J Smith, Shadowgraphs, 1/25, Naval Dress
& Badges, 1/50, W O Bigg Life On Board A
Man of War, 1/50, and quantity loose, mainly
1920s/1930s (a lot) £40-60
116.
Cigarette Cards, Players Highland
Clans, 25/25, Napoleon, 25/25 and Those
Pearls of Heaven, 25/25, with a cleat-shaped
plated nozzle, mounted on wooden plinth,
with plate engraved ‘To John, Best Wishes
From Combustion Colleagues at Rolls Royce
September 2000’ and a gelatin silver print of a
SEPECAT Jaguar aircraft (a lot) £30-50
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122.
A collection of World stamps, in 14
albums and loose, some school boy examples
others more populated, mostly 20th century
£80-120
123.
A world stamp album, an advanced
school boy effort, some early 20th century
£40-60
124.
A collection of World stamps, in
two folders and a small stockbook, mostly
used £40-60
125.
A collection of Jersey stamps,
presented in 15 small folders, including
unused issues and First Day Covers from the
1970s onwards, vendor has listed £60-100
126.
A collection of British First Day
covers, in three folders and some loose
£40-60
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

145.
A large collection of stamps and
First Day Covers, in two plastic boxes, with a
folder of world stamps, folders with FDCs and
loose examples, three vacant albums, a small
folder with coins and more £60-100

127.
Two sets of First Day Covers,
one folder with 2002 World Cup examples,
the other with pages for the Royal Family,
some with medallions, also a gilt WWII
commemorative Churchill medallion £60-80

Postcards

136.
A large collection of First Day
Covers, including four from the History of
WWII, some with coins, along with 14 further
folders filled with FDCs (18) £300-500
128.
A modern full gold sovereign First
Day Cover, uncirculated 2000 dated coin on
Queen Mother FDC £200-300
129.
Three modern First Day Cover
collections, including several folders from
the Diana series and Queen Mother series,
most with coins, including many £5 coins, also
some with bank notes, also two folders with
the Millenium Collection also with coins and
notes, also loose pages, in two plastic boxes
£200-300

137.
A collection of GB and world
stamps, presented in 6 albums, one with
penny black, TF, and other Victorian and
Edwardian examples, a UK stockbook, two
heavily populated Strand albums and more
£150-250
138.
A collection of UK stamps, in four
folders, most mint, some high denomination
and sheets (4) £80-120
139.
A collection of GB stamps, in ten
folders and albums, together with a half
crown coin book with contents (11) £50-100
140.
Three vintage stamp albums,
containing 19th and 20th centuty stamps, one
for UK, one for USA, and another for Australia
and other countries (3) £60-100

146.
Postcards, P2 - RP, Parks Press
Studio, 89 Fleet St, London, of maintenance
men on perilous scaffolding hauling up more
scaffolding with ropes, ‘….Herbert is on the
scaffold in a white collar…’ recto, circa 1908,
G (1), RP Ind Coope pub, pu 1906, F (1), RP
Malshanger, G (1), RP East Oakley, G (1),
with quantity of maps, guides and postcards,
mainly modern (a lot) £30-50
147.
Postcards, two albums and
loose, including P4 RP Fox and Goose Inn,
Fressingfield, RP Clacton-on-Sea (2), RP
St. George’s College, Woburn, Salvington,
Farnham, RP ‘Great Naval Giants at
Southwick’, 1918, anti-submarine towers,
never completed (1), Oilette-types, Bonzo
(5), with cut-out scrap album, including large
tennis player on bicycle, various ephemera
and four BR Holiday Guides, 1950s (a lot)
£40-60
148.
Various postcards, loose - P2, RP
Hampton Court Palace, with visitors, pu 1907
(1), PP - Wheatley, Oxon (1), Abinger Hammer,
Surrey (1), some cards between travelling
brother and sister, F-G (17) £20-30

141.
A diverse collection of world
stamps, in two boxes, two albums from the
USA, along with much more, also several
books on stamps and toy collecting £50-100
130.
A collection of British and Irish
stamps, including 13 folders and albums from
UK, Ireland, Guernsey, Alderney and Isle of
Man, also some FDCs, mostly mint, two boxes
£200-300

142.
A collection of GB and world
stamps, James’s collection, in five folders,
one for UK, the others in alphabetical country
order (5) £60-100

131.
Six folders and stockbooks of UK
mint stamps, and First Day Covers £100-200

149.
British Army coloured postcards,
one album, P2/P3, including Gale & Polden
History and Traditions (128), Harry Payne (31),
other Oilettes, and ub card, and others
£80-120

132.
A collection of First Day Covers and
more, five folders of FDCs, also several PHQ
postcards and some loose items £50-70
133.
A collection of World stamps, in
four albums with sleeves, annotated on the
spines (4) £50-100
134.
A collection of UK and world
stamps, in eight folders and albums, also a
Stanley Gibbons book £60-100
135.
A collection of Maltese and other
stamps, one good Malta folder starting from
1885, along with a folder of some Victorian
envelopes and later examples, several further
albums, large box £200-300

143.
A collection of GB and world
stamps, Dorothy’s collection, in five folders,
one for UK, the others in alphabetical country
order (5) £60-100
144.
A collection of GB and world
stamps, Angela’s collection, in five folders,
one for UK, the others in alphabetical country
order (5) £60-100

150.
Postcards, loose, P3/P4 - woven
silks, including black cat (7), RP including
Liver Building, Helston landslip into sea,
Opie, Redruth portrait of lobster fisherman,
and PP and coloured mainly Cornwall and
commemorative card for unveiling of Charles
Sargeant Jagger’s Royal Artillery Memorial,
London, 1925, G (apx. 55) £50-80
151.
Postcards, loose, Newbury interest,
P4 - RP - Brightwalton, Berks (1), Shaw Dene
House (1), gamekeepers (?) and family
(1), soldier with family (1), school party in
Newbury (1), and others, F-G
£30-50

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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152.
Postcards, loose - P2, RP French
chauffeur on house drive working on engine of
Renault limousine, similar to 35 CV Type AIB,
circa 1910, with bonnet, one lamp and toolkit
ground, overall G, some silverfish damage to
one corner (1), RP Royal Tournament, Gale &
Polden (1), P4 - RP Harlow Mill bathing pool
(3), Harold Wood (1), and others (a lot)
£70-100

153.
Postcards, Judges - commercial
RP - various subjects and periods, mainly UK
topographical and churches, in collector’s case
(apx. 1500), with two small boxes of modern
cards (a lot) £80-120
154.
Postcards, military, P3, World
War One - RP including German prisoners at
Frimley, Imperial Yeomanry in camp, Royal
Engineers at Old Sarum(?), 1916, cycle corps,
hospital (2), other RP, PP and coloured (34),
P2 - PP ub Boers on wagon, Boer War (1),
Crete uprising (12), 1917 Salonika fire (10),
RP 1911 Coronation troops in training, Gale
& Polden (2), others (12), WWII (20), Ogden
photographic military cigarette (15) and
aircraft recognition cards £40-60
155.
Postcards, mainly P2/P4 UK
topographical, including Ealing - RP Southend electric train leaving Ealing
Broadway (1), corner shop, 1911 (1), Ealing
Garden Suburb (1), with PP and coloured
Birmingham, Solihull, Portland Prison and
quarries, Walthamstow, Leyton and Chingford
(a lot) £40-60

164.
Postcards, RP, PP and coloured,
various periods - Amesbury, Wiltshire (45),
Impington and Histon (16) and various RP and
PP (24), F-G (85) £40-60

158.
Postcards, various, mostly P2/P4,
including glamour, Xavier Sager and others
(49), Duke and Duchess of York (11), Lessieux
paintings (12), mines and quarries around the
world, ethnic from Asia, Native Americans,
tribes of South America and South Africa,
African military, topographical including Cuba,
Europe, Turkey, China, Japan, South America,
Panama Canal, USA, Australia, Sudan and
Egypt (a lot) £30-50
159.
Postcards, Royal Flying Corps and
Royal Air Force interest, P3/P4 - RFC RP group of nine corporals (1), group at Lark Hill
(1), wreath-laying procession (1), aeroplanes
lined up (1), PP, RP and coloured others
including portraits and groups (15), Zeppelin
heroes - RP Lieut William Leefe Robinson VC
(1), and others (10), RAF Halton, RP (11), with
RP RAF vehicles, groups and others (16)
£100-150

160.
Postcards, stock collection, various
periods, sorted into categories including
celluloid, embroidered, fantasy heads, woven
silks, mechanicals, railways, various greetings,
ethnic and topographical, with trade cards
- Bon Marche and Biscuits Pernot, with four
stamp stock books, all Poland (a lot) £70-100

165.
Postcards, a large and
comprehensive collection of postcards of
Blackburn and surrounding area, in four
modern collector’s albums, and some loose,
various periods, mostly PP and coloured, some
RP, including buildings, street scenes, trams,
events and royal visits (apx. 600) £200-300
Ephemera & Collectables
166.
Raphael Tuck greeting card artwork,
including calligraphy for 1935 Christmas card
to King George V, pop-up card draft designs
(11), gouache artwork boards heightened in
white, ‘A Bundy’ verso (5), paper sheets (4) (a
lot) £30-40
167.
Ephemera, including chromolitho
‘Antikamnia Tablets’, St Louis, USA, calendar
showcards, 1902-1907 (6) and paper
calendars, 1897-1901 (5), wax and printed
seals and cancellations cut from envelopes,
small album of cut-out scraps including Tuck
horse-drawn tram, bus and fire engine, WW1
cartoon books, Japanese paper fan, racket,
parasol and postcards and Stephenson’s
Furniture Cream trade cards (11) (a lot)
£40-60
168.
Tim Walker Pirelli Calendar 2018,
spiral-bound, in display box £20-30
169.
Gentleman’s Magazines, including
Playboy, Men Only, Penthouse, Mayfair,
Nightcap, Fiesta, Exclusive Man and others,
mainly 1967-1972, with Liliput, 1950s (qty,
three large boxes) £50-80

161.
Postcards, a very large stock
collection, various periods, in plastic sleeves,
in long white carrying boxes, mainly UK
topographical sorted by town alphabetically,
15 boxes (very apx. 7,000 cards) £150-250
156.
Postcards, Royal Navy interest, P2/
P4 - RP vessels including Galatea, Dragon,
Marlborough, Duncan and Bruizer (18), PP and
coloured (18), on deck including one RP (12),
others (4), G £50-80

162.
Postcards, a large stock collection,
various periods, unsorted, mainly UK
topographical (very apx. 3,000 cards); with
two boxes of unused card-backed envelopes
for mailing postcards £40-60

157.
Postcards, British Army in India
- P2, RP including Mountain Battery, by
Dasjee (7), mounted and marching troops (8),
others RP, PP and coloured, included Deolali
(Doolally), Afghan War 1919 (42), with Indian
hill stations (10) and topographical and ethnic
(30), F-G £80-120

163.
GPO First Day Covers, various
issues, broadly in order, 1965-1980, including
Concorde 3rd March 1969 GPO issue, with
some private non-GPO issues (apx. 300)
£40-60
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170.
Biscuit and produce tins, smaller
tins, including Sinclair Foursome Mixture
tobacco, Robinsons Barley, HMV, Columbia
and Songster needle tins (apx. 30) and tins
including large Nuttalls Mintoes, CWS, Huntley
& Palmer Cocktail, Rowntrees, Pascall, NCJ
Ltd aluminium, Lyons Cakes, Cerebos, Cow &
Gate, Hornimans Tea, Macfarlane Lang sample
(apx. 40) (total apx. 70) £50-80
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

171.
Biscuit and produce tins, large W M
Livens & Co ‘College-Boy’ cylindrical toffee tin,
biplane dropping toffees, children on ground
in silhouette, octagonal Colman’s Mustard
(2), Sarony roulette wheel, Cadbury’s Three
British Queens casket, Princess Alexandra
1914 Christmas tin, Quadriga Gift Box, McVitie
& Price/Hudson, Scott & Sons snow scenes,
various nations, Three Bears, Crawfords
casket, overpainted, and others (14) £40-60

177.
Huntley & Palmers Ephemera,
Kate Greenaway 1972 ‘naughty’ biscuit tin
with rude jam, dogs and couple in flowerbed,
205mm diam., sample tin, booklet to
commemorate visit of Queen Mother, 1955,
export list catalogues from Huntley & Palmer,
Peek Frean and Jacobs, under Associated
Biscuits banner, 1970s (22), and two miniature
tins (a lot) £30-40
178.
The Tichborne Claimant Trial
1860s-1870s, the celebrated case of an
imposter claiming to be Sir Roger Tichborne
- Vanity Fair prints 1869-1875, framed (12),
and two related copy prints (14) and ‘The Trial
of Sir R C D Tichborne, Bart’, Volumes 1 to 8,
bound as three volumes, half-calf gilt, marbled
boards (17) £40-60

172.
Huntley & Palmer biscuit tins,
aluminium Eggstand, 1928, aluminium Biscuit
Box, 1925, Waverley, eight books in strap,
1904, Morocco, 1898, missing catch, and
Waterlilies, 1909 (5) £100-150
173.
Biscuit tin and other reference
books, British Biscuit Tins 1868-1939,
Franklin, M J, New Cavendish, in slip case,
1979, British Biscuit Tins, Franklin, M J, V&A,
Sweet Memories, Opie, R, Pavilion, 1988,
others (7) and Christie’s Huntley & Palmer
catalogue, 1986 (11) £40-60
174.
Various Items, small childhood
stamp album, up to 1930s, folder of Japanese
stamps including 1923 Great Earthquake Issue,
commercial 2½in x 3½in silver prints of British
air crew in various Stalag Luft camps including
3, scene of The Great Escape, and Dulag Luft
transit camp, including camp entertainments
and posters, sports, huts and wire (apx. 140);
Cross biro and pencil set, Grolsch biro set, and
dummy magnum of Devaux champagne, in
box (a lot) £30-50

175.
Greetings Cards Salesman’s Sample
Album ‘The Art Series of Private Greetings
Cards, British, circa 1914, with scrap book
addenda over next few years, including
cut-out scraps, Robertson’s chromolitho
paper Gollies (14 in F condition), Great War
ephemera, postcards and other items £20-30
176.
Mad’ Magazine Paperback Books,
pub. Signet, Ballantine and others, 1960s,
some sold in 1970s (27) £20-30

183.
Autograph correspondence relating
to George Aust (1740-1829) Under-Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs 1790-1796, later
Registrar of Chelsea Royal Hospital, from
Frederick Monk in Saxony, 9th March 1815,
John Milliquit 5th June 1808, and others,
mainly of financial nature, circa 1800-1826 (8)
£100-150
184.
Military prints, coloured drypoint
etching of ‘Tirailleurs Senegalais Caporal
Clarion’, artist’s proof, signed, 85mm x
155mm, lithograph of The Welsh Regiment
standard, circa 1870, and facsimile of the
report of the Battle of Waterloo in The Times,
June 22 1815 (3) £40-60

179.
Safe Door Plates, large collection
of small to medium-sized safe door plates,
makers including Cox, Cartwright, Chubb,
Crusader, Whitfield and many others, mostly
brass (three trays) £70-100
180.
Safe Door Plates, collection of
larger safe door plates, including Milners,
Ratner, Reliance and Tann’s, mostly brass (one
tray) £80-120
181.
Safe Door Escutcheons, large
collection of safe door and strong room door
escutcheons, including Phillps, Skidmore,
Lingham, Hobbs and many others, with
Chatwood’s double lock plate and Norton
floor door-closer plate, mostly brass (one tray)
£50-80

182.
Silver gelatin press photographs
mainly of royal interest circa 1937-1939,
including King George VI and some of the royal
family in the royal box at the Epsom Derby,
walking the course, Neville Chamberlain on
return from Munich, wedding photograph
of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, HMY
Victoria and Albert at Spithead Review and
King George VI’s Coronation, mostly 10in x
12in (25) £50-80

185.
Ephemera, including Marriage
Contract discharge in favour of Marquis of
Lothian, 1888, centenary advertisement
for French cobbler, 1789-1889, engravings,
advertisements, fence booklet, charity
account book and A L Humphreys book list (a
lot) £40-60
186.
A loose leaf folder ‘Picture Story’ of
PLUTO the wartime undersea fuel supply line,
pp24, printed on card for display, explaining
how pipeline was extended into Germany as
the Allies advanced into Germany after D-Day,
in card slip case, 300mm x 370mm £40-60
187.
Ephemera relating to No. 10
Downing Street and Chequers, the property
of a former chef at Chequers, including
a metal token and card from President
Eisenhower, 1959, Christmas card from
Anthony Eden, two press photographs
of Eisenhower and Harold Macmillan at
Chequers, 1959, dedicated Harold Macmillan
autograph, 1981, 10 Downing Street Christmas
cards (2) and President Nixon visit name tag (a
lot) £300-500

188.
UK Maps, including road maps,
guides, Ordnance Survey maps, various scales,
some in large roll (a lot) £50-80

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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193.
Postwar Postcards, contained in
albums mostly transport, some views mainly
British Isles a number of Reading examples,
(six albums, and Brooke Bond tea cards mainly
glued in albums some loose, and a Tuck &
Sons Trooping the Colour postcard album with
postcard, F-G, (Qty) £30-50
194.
A vintage Guinness public house
sign by Trenner, the glass front with slate
backing marked Guinness in Bottle in gilt, AF,
51cm by 28cm £50-100
189.
A collection of letters relating to
Sergeant Reginald Elton Laing Honourable
Artilllery Company, served in India in
1914, wounded early in 1917, still alive in
1971, correspondents include family and
friends, most in envelopes, some with
censor stamps and BFPO cancellations,
with family photographs, mid-19th Century
almanacks and postcards, including RP car in
Bicester hailstorm aftermath, July 1925, RP
Buckingham street scenes (2) (a lot) £300-500
190.
Posters and Ephemera, film poster
‘The Naked Edge’, possibly later issue, with a
collection of Belgian radical protest meeting
posters, anti-NATO, Nixon, Vietnam War
and Greek Colonels, circa 1968 (8), various
Glyndebourne opera programmes and 1953
Italian travel album (a lot) £30-50

195.
A collection of beer mats and
matchbox labels, the beer mats in two show
boxes, the matchboxes and match box labels
in a scrap book and loose, together with a
small box of ephemera such as tickets, beer
labels and more £50-100
196.
A collection of pin badges and
marbles and Tazos, the vintage and modern
badges in a collectors folder, the marbles in
two plastic sealed boxes and several loose,
the Tazos in plastic bags, along with other
collectables from the same period including
Jurassic World holograms and more £50-100

200.
Football Programmes, sixty plus
Wolverhampton Wanderers programmes with
eleven from the 1950s, twenty two 1960s,
twenty eight 1970s and the rest from 1980s
plus FA cup final programme Blackburn V
Wolves May 7th 1960, a Wolves pennant and
other items various conditions with some
programmes containing written changes to
teams £30-50

201.
Football Programmes, sixteen
Manchester City and twelve United
programmes from the 1956/57/58 seasons
plus three Manchester Reserves programmes,
1957 City v Manchester United Res, 1958
City V West Brom and Wolves, two FA Cup
final programmes 1961 Leicester V Spurs
and 1964 Preston V West Ham, eighty plus
Southampton programmes dating from 1964
to 1980s plus a small variety of others
£80-100

197.
A William Marples brass and ebony
hand brace, together with a brass wood plane
(2) £40-100

191.
Victorian to 1930s Maps and
Guides, various maps many on cloth including
Ordnance Survey, Manoeuvre Map Aldershot
District, Country Round Aldershot (2) one
with illustrated covers, 1934 Quarter Inch
map fourth edition South east and London,
1922 Tourist Map Chichester, Bartholomew,
Environs of Aldershot pocket series, Quarter
Inch map London District and half inch maps
(12) all with blue covers and three 1930s
Ward Lock guides, together with Souvenir De
Paris dated 1896 and Palais De Fontainebleau
dated 1918, F, (27) £60-80
192.
Edwardian and Later Practical
Manuals and Hand Books, various volumes
including The Amateur Mechanic 1913,
Cycling Manual 18th edition 1943, Percival
Marshalls practical manuals various editions
pre and postwar (34 F-G) and five others
(P) Cassell’s Work handbooks (3), Amateur
Mechanic Work Handbooks (3), Newnes Home
Mechanic (2) and Millers Falls Handbook
for Mechanics, covering various subjects
Batteries, Model Boats, Model Steam, Metal
work, welding, painting and others, P-G, (Qty)
£50-80
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198.
Of Local Interest, an old Inn Sign
found in the loft of the Pelican Inn, Bath Road
Newbury, now The Cross Keys, believe to
be from an old inn that used to be next the
the Pelican Inn/Cross Keys, the wooden sign
with text ‘Stop Here Refreshments, Teas &
Minerals. Good Accommodation for Cyclists,
Well Aired Beds’ approx 78cm x 60cm
£200-300
Sport
199.
World Cup 1966, two first
day covers for 1966 World Cup Football
Tournament, one has ten signatures in various
coloured pens that appear to be of players
that include Martin Peters, Jack Charlton,
Jimmy Greaves and others £60-80

202.
Don Bradman, a signed photograph
of Don Bradman (15cm x 20cm) together
with two large scrap books of press cuttings
of tours by the Australia cricket team 1938
onwards with an emphasis on Don Bradman
and a page of Player’s Cigarette cards, Findon’s
Cricket Annual 1948 and The Australian Tour
programme 1948 (has pencil writing)
£50-70
203.
Cricket Score Cards, approximately
sixty score cards mainly from Lord’s, nineteen
from 1938s including England V Australia
1938, MCC V Australia 1938 plus 1940-1950
(22) England V Australia x 2 , 1948, V India
1946 V West Indies 1950 and others plus a
further group of Forces matches at Lord’s and
Surrey V Australia 1948, ten cards from the
1950s, England V Australia 1956, V S. Africa
1955, V India 1952 and some cards from the
1980s £40-60
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219.
Fishing Rods, two antique rods one
Army & Navy London three piece wooden 18
foot rod with three tips and a bamboo three
piece 12 foot plus a bamboo net
£50-70

204.
Cricket, 1939 Wisden reasonable
condition plus two further Wisdens 1955 &
1971, complete set of Player’s Cigarette cards
1938, five News Chronicle Annuals, 1950,
1953-1956, Daily Worker handbook 1948, The
Jubilee Book of Cricket, Prince Ranjitsinhji
and two publications Australian Tour 1953, 12
copies of ‘The Cricketer 1970s and the Story of
England v New Zealand 1949 £40-60
205.
Football Programmes, FA cup final
programme and ticket Leicester v Wolves
1949, FA semi-final Arsenal V Chelsea at
White Hart Lane 1952, England v Belgium
programme & ticket 1952, four England
programmes from 1980s, approximately
twenty Chelsea programmes mainly from the
1950s, a Watney Mann pendant for the 1966
World Cup and more £40-60
206.
Horse Racing, a collection of
early 1980s Newbury Racecourse Member
Enclosure badges, together with a cased
Greens by Swift pair of Binoculars (parcel)
£30-50

220.
Fishing Rods, Blacklaws & Son three
piece 16 foot wooden three piece drop eye
with two tips together with a hexagonal cane
8/10 foot rods two piece with two tips, some
missing eyes, used condition £50-70
211.
Hardy Fishing Rod, a 9 foot Hardy
fibreglass rod serial no: 37252 stamped
Hardy’s W Fitting Regd 16.8.73 in good
condition £60-100
212.
Wooden Fishing Reel, Heatons 5½
inch diameter wooden reel with brass fittings
Patent no: 13388/85 good condition £50-70
213.
Fishing Reels, C. Farlow, London
wooden reel 4½” plus a JJ Hammill metal reel
4” diameter used condition £40-60
214.
Fishing Reels, five reels, three metal
1¾”, 4¼” & 3¼”, wooden reel stamped Sun
patent 13388/85 (missing screw) and a broken
wooden reel 5” various years and conditions
£50-70
215.
Fishing Rods, WJ Cummins,
Bishop Auckland two piece 10 foot rod with
a repaired tip together with a hexagonal
unmarked 10½ foot rod, two tips both with
bags £40-60

207.
Silver Cycling Medal, an ornate
silver medal engraved E.Jury 1898 with
engraved insert NSCC London to Brighton
2hrs 28½ boxed with label A.W Gamage Ltd,
Medalists 118-120 Holborn E.C. £50-80
208.
Boxing, a b/w photograph of
Muhammad Ali holding a photograph of
himself with fan (37cm x 28cm stuck on card)
signed and dated Sept 8 -78 generally good
condition £40-60
216.
Fishing Rods / Rod Box, Bowness &
Bowness London, a four piece 11 foot wooden
plus a hexagonal 10 foot rod with two tips
good condition (missing eye) plus a six foot
rod box and two C. Farlow handles/butts and
three short tips £50-60

209.
Skis, a pair of wooden skis 6 feet
long with metal bindings both with stamped
Chalet, Harvey Dodds Ltd, scratched wood and
rusty bindings £30-50

217.
Fishing Rods, three antique rods,
C. Farlow, London four piece wooden rod
15½, two tips, a dark wooden rod with two
tips for two length of rod 14½ and 12½ foot,
unmarked with two missing eyes plus another
light weight 9½ foot three piece wooden rod
with two identical tips, needs some attention
£50-70

210.
Fishing Equipment, a large quantity
of old fishing gear including twelve metal
containers that a variety of items in them from
spinners, lures, swivels to lead weights, line
and hooks plus much more £30-50

218.
Fishing Rods / Rod Box, a 6½ foot
solid rod box containing two six foot handles/
butts, one with C Farlow stamped on it and
three six foot tips all with spliced connections
generally in good condition £60-80

221.
Fishing Reels, Six Fly reels, The
Gordon 3.5” by Sharpes of Aberdeen (boxed)
noris Shakespeare Beaulite (cased) Valdex and
Prodex from Young & Sons Redditch, Intrepid
Gearfly and ELO bakelite £40-60
222.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes, a
superbly presented folder containing six sides
of information and eleven home programmes
Plymouth 1947, Nottingham Forest, Leeds
1948, Barnsley, Sheffield Utd, QPR 1949,
Sunderland, Luton, West Ham, Hull City and
Preston NE 1950 condition ranges from poor
with creases and some nicks to very good,
a number have writing for team changes
plus home programmes 1951 and 1952
that include from 1951 Fulham, West Brom,
Bolton, Burnley, Wolves, Charlton, Newcastle,
1952 Stoke, Preston, Derby, Portsmouth,
Hibernian and Blackpool various conditions
but generally good £80-100
223.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes,
a well presented folder of home programmes
1952 and 1953 that include from 1952 Bolton,
Burnley, Charlton, Blackpool, Manchester
Utd, Sunderland, 1953 Tranmere, Sheffield
Wednesday, Preston x 2, Portsmouth, Aston
Villa, Arsenal Res various conditions plus
a folder of home programmes dating from
1954 - 1959 includes 1954 Leeds, West Ham
Res, Sportclub Wacker, FC Vasa Hungary, 1957,
Blackpool, Sheffield Wed, 1958, Sheffield Utd,
Manchester City, Leeds, Birmingham Res,
1959, West Ham, West Brom, Birmingham
Arsenal Res, Leicester Res, Burnley, Everton
various conditions £80-100
224.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes,
a folder of home programmes dating from
1960-1961 includes 1960 Fulham, Manchester
City, THFC Public trial, Everton, Blackpool,
Manchester Utd, Brighton Res, Bolton, Aston
Villa, 1961 Newcastle x 2, Sheffield Wed,
Notts Forest x 2, various years and conditions
together with Charity Shield programme V
Newcastle 24th September 1951, Souvenir
programme v Grimsby Town April 22nd 1950
and two FA Cup semi-final Arsenal v Chelsea
March 18th 1950 generally good condition
£80-100
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231.
An assortment of police uniforms
and badges, including a J Compton, Sons &
Webb Ltd cape, Thames Valley Police jumps,
jacket, High Vis, Collar Titles, side cap and
more (parcel) £60-80
232.
A collection of Masonic jewels, to
include a silver example for Brother E C Lyon
No.5781, together with a large selection of
aprons, ephemera and more (parcel) £60-80

225.
Tottenham Hotspur, an official
Christmas Card sent to staff in 1949 with
a printed story about the club and card,
Exeter City V Spurs programme 1987 and a
Plymouth Argyle V Spurs programme 1985
with autographs of possibly all the players all
in good condition together with ‘History of
Tottenham Hotspur’ book good condition no
dust cover £80-100
226.
Horse Racing, Horse Racing enamel
members’ badges mainly Sandown, Ascot,
Lingfield Park and Kempton, 1980s (10) 1990s
(22) 2000s (14) Jump (7) and others good
condition £40-60

233.
A group of 25 R.A.O.B neck chain
medallions, from various lodges including,
Earl of Bradford No.120, Talbot No.892,
Pride of Kirkstall No.3063, Minister No.3939,
Addingham No.4441, Royal George, Compton
No.7830, Pride of Melbourne No.6766 and
more (25) £150-180
234.
A collection of Masonic items, to
include silver and gilt jewels, The Berkshire
Masonic Yearbook 1991-92 and 1996-97,
apron and sach, all in carry case (parcel)
£60-80
235.
A 9th Clacton (S.A) Wolf Cubs flag,
the yellow flag having green writing and
central wolf and motto ‘Do Your Best’, on
original flag pole with brass wolf motif to the
top, flag approx 120cm x 78cm £50-80
236.
A large collection of 200+ Scouting
badges, comprising of American and
Canadian, including Bicentennial, 14th World
Jamboree, Sketches by Baden-Powell, The
Salvation Army, Nottingham, Lincolnshire,
Liverpool, Bournemouth, Kent, Humberside
and more (qty) £60-100

227.
Cricket, nine f/g cricket prints from
‘The Empire’s Cricketers’ including Lord Harris,
P. Warner, C. B. Fry, G . McGregor, A. Cotter, J
Darling, W. Rhodes, J King and Capt Wynyard
all have A Chevalier Taylor 1905 on each print
generally good condition (37cm x 49cm)
£60-120
228.
Fishing Rods, Vintage B James &
Son Richard Walker two piece MK IV Avon
split cane fishing rod, cork handle with light
alloy rings, with original bag, combined
length approximately 305cm, together with
a pair of Milwards Flycraft fishing rods, one
a hexagonal split cane rod, approximately
260cm, the other a Flyrover hexagonal cane,
approximately 304cm, both in the original
bags, with fishing book £100-150
229.
Arsenal FC, nine belated Christmas
decorations all boxed in excellent condition
with COAs including 2004 Balloon, 2006 Plane,
2007 Rocking Horse, 2008 Sleigh x 2, 2009
Snowman x 2, 2010 Tree and 2011 Drum.
£50-70
Military
230.
A William IV truncheon, having
decoration painted Crown design with some
knocks to the paint, together with a later
wooden truncheon, unmarked (2) £80-120
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241.
A collection of trench art items,
to include photograph frames, an ashtray,
decorative used rounds, a small knife,
together with a gun powder flask with
hunting scenes, a crested ware tank, and a
selection of military related silks (parcel)
£60-80

242.
A WWI German Z Sum WM fuse,
dated 1916, complete with pin, 17cm £70-100
243.
A collection of military related
photographs and ephemera, including Army
Aviation Flight Safety 1986 calendar, photo
of the Buccaneer Mk.1 ‘MACE’ 1000lb bomb,
tanks, planes, ships and more (parcel) £40-60
244.
Signed print, R6644: The Invisible
Thread, from a painting Mark Postlethwaite,
signed by eight pilots, including John Milne
19 Squadron 1940, Jordan Mitchell, Lawrence
Thorogood and more £40-60
245.
A military style camp bed,
unstamped, together with seven U.S canvas
coal bags (parcel) £40-60

237.
A large collection of British and
Overseas badges, including Australian,
Proficiency, South Africa, American, name tags
and many more (200+) £60-100

238.
A WWII period 4th Battalion
The Royal Northumberland Fusiliers table
lighter, the pewter lighter having crest to
the spherical top, and dated 12.5.1939 to the
square base, to the back it is marked Patent
no.373219, 10cm h, missing top, AF £30-40
239.
A pair of French made early/mid
20th Century War Office field binoculars, by
Lumiere Paris, complete with brown leather
carry case, AF
£30-40
240.
A large collection of military related
books, comprising books on tanks, battle
dress, aircraft, the war and many more, mainly
relating to WWII (qty) £30-50

246.
An EMI Electronics Ltd Promotional
Sales 1960s model of a Mortar Locating
Radar tank, the large wooden machine with
numerous moving parts, including radar,
doors, wheels and individual plastic and
rubber track, with removable central cross
section to show internal workings, EMI
Military Projects Division plaque to the back,
68.5cm long, 33.5cm wide £400-600
247.
A collection of 70+ black and white
glass photographic slides, showing various
images including British Officers, ruins of
bomb damaged buildings, British Mark V
tank, a train carrying numerous tanks, shells,
damaged field artillery guns and more (parcel)
£50-80
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248.
A sketch book of notes and
sketches about HMS Dolphin by Lieutenant
Reid, dated 1923, the book having list of
the personnel at the submarine training
establishment, information about the
submarine, evolution of the submarine,
training notes, detailed drawings of
compartments and various components of the
submarine, along with comical drawings and
caricatures £50-80

255.
Are You In This? WWI propaganda
poster designed by Lt. Gen. Sir R. S. S. BadenPowell, depicting men, women and children
engaged in war work with a well dressed
gentleman smoking a cigarette, printed by
Johnson Riddle & Co Ltd, London, published
by The Parliamentary Recruiting Committee,
London poster no.121, approx 76cm x 55cm,
AF £100-150

261.
A late 19th Century etching of a
highly decorated Officer, having Crimean
medals and orders to his dress uniform, the
Officer sat with his helmet and sword, with
blind stamp for William & Gray, 92 Queens
Road London to the bottom right and the ‘By
Royal Appointment’ stamp to the lower left,
approx 28cm x 36cm, framed and glazed
£40-60

256.
A large brass ships bell from MV
Dara, the 1948 built Dubai based ship that
transported expatriate passengers mainly
between the Persian Gulf and the Indian
subcontinent, Dara sank in the Persian Gulf
as a result of an explosion killing 238 out of
819 passengers, including 19 Officers, the bell
marked ‘DARA’ to front and AH to reverse,
approx 36cm high, sold with The Story of
P&O by David Howarth & Stephen Howarth of
which the Dara is mentioned, AF £1000-1200

262.
Two War period Royal Air Force
Calshot wooden wall plaques, 1918-1961,
being a Seaplane and Flying Boat Station, later
becoming a Marine Craft and Training Facility,
each having mottos ‘Per Ardua Ad Astra’
and Ducant Astra’; together with two other
period wall plaques for 201 Squadron and 238
Maintenance Unit (4) £60-100

249.
Three British and overseas belts
with holsters, all in white, one having an extra
pouch and another with a whistle (3)
£30-40
250.
An assortment of various items,
an oil on board of a male in uniform dated
1919, webbing, drinks canister, a stable belt,
stirrups, a WWII J.B. Brooks & Co Ltd leather
pouch dated 1942, buttons, pips and more
(parcel) £40-60
251.
A small collection of 19th Century
Prisoner of War bone carvings, mainly in the
form of decorative knives, some in the form of
fobs and more (parcel) £60-80
252.
A pair of Stadium Flying goggles,
marked ‘Stadium Pat. Pend.’ to the out rim,
together with a Civil Defence Corps Welfare
arm band, other arm bands, a Sunday Express
Newspaper dated 1939, black and white
photographic post cards, other postcards,
ephemera and service items (parcel)
£50-80
253.
Everyone Should Do His Bit Enlist
Now’, WWI propaganda poster dated 1915
by Baron Low, depicting a Boy Scout holding
drum sticks with his foot on the drum, printed
by Roberts & Leete Ltd, London, Published
by the Parliamentary Recruiting Committee,
London Poster No. 121, approx 73cm x
48.5cm, AF £80-120

257.
A Prussian-Austrian Regimental
pipe, for the 16th Regiment, made up of many
components, including horn, metal, wood and
porcelain, both porcelain sections decorated
with Prussian Officers and German phrases,
the bottom ceramic bowl, decorated with the
inscription ‘De Sid Ste paa Skandsen Dybbol
18 April 1864’, approx 140cm long, probably
made after the First or Second Schleswig Wars
£80-120
258.
A Presentation blown glass
wine goblet, presented to Admiral Sir John
Fieldhouse G.C.B. G.B.E. A.D.C. Chief OF Naval
Staff & First Sea Lord, Dated March 18th 1983,
having etched inscription and decoration of
the Coastal Forces Association, the goblet
having air twist design to the stem £30-50

254.
1805 ‘’England Expects’’ 1915,
Are You Doing Your Duty?, WWI propaganda
poster, featuring Admiral Horatio Nelson with
a warship at dusk in the background, Printed
by Sergeant Bros Ltd, London & Abergavenny,
published by the Parliamentary Recruiting
Committee, London Poster No.101, approx
49cm x 74cm, AF £60-100

263.
A 1940s period green canvas
suitcase, together with two wooden
aeroplane models, a musical bust of King
George V, A silver Jubilee white metal beaker
and an RAF Benevolent metal bell, made from
metal of fallen Germany aeroplanes (parcel)
£50-100
264.
A British Naval Ensign flag, approx
178cm x 84cm, together with a small example
and a silk Japanese flag, plus a Liberian flag (4)
£60-80
265.
A World War One Imperial German
flag, having the eagle of Prussia to the centre,
the Iron Cross on the Imperial German
colours, approx 150cm x 90cm, AF £60-80
266.
An assortment of German items,
to include hangers, belt loops, field dressing,
black and white photographs, knots, buckle
and more (parcel) £60-80

259.
A Silver topped Presentation
walking cane, presented to ‘Sergeant A.E.H
Hodges’ as a token of regard from his Old
Comrades in No.3 Platoon B.V.T.C dated
February 9th 1915, hallmarked London 1915
by J Howell & Co, together with a white metal
topped walking cane with Princess Charlotte
of Wales Royal Berkshire Regiment emblem to
front (2) £60-80
260.
A WWII pencil drawing of a
Westland Whirlwind Fighter plane, signed
to the lower right ‘PHW Smith’, and dated
24.7.42, apprx 26cm x 39cm, framed and
glazed £20-30

267.
A WWI trench map of France, by
the Field Survey Battalion, 1:20000 scale,
dated 22.8.18, showing German and British
Trenches in red and blue, AF £40-60

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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268.
A collection of paper ephemera, to
include WWII World News papers, including
Daily Mail, The Stars and Stripes, Egyptian
Mail, and Daily Herald, together with a
selection of books, including Normandy to
the Baltic by Field Marshall The Viscount
Montgomery of Alamein K.G., G.C.B.,
D.S.O. complete with maps, a US and Allied
Submarine Successes on the Pacific book,
various magazines and manuals for firearms,
WWII period booklets and Player’s Divisional
Signs 1914-18 cigarette cards (parcel)
£100-150

Lot 281

269.
A cased set of 12 Chinese silver
spoons, each having Shanghai Scottish
emblem terminals, marked to the back of
spoon, circa 1930s, in fitted case £100-150
274.
A British Diana Mod 2 air pistol,
together with shots, a 1950s military issue
holster (3) £30-50

281.
A pair of WWII RAF Mark VIII
goggles, complete in original box, original
spare tinted lens and No.342Anti-dimming pot
with cloth £80-120

275.
HMS Foudroyant, a copper
vesta case made from the copper of HMS
Foudroyant, having small plaque to the front
with image of the ship and text £50-100
270.
A Edward VII silver pin cushion,
modelled as a Scottish Glengarry cap,
hallmarked Birmingham 1909 by Crisford &
Norris Ltd, Registered Design Number 534072
£80-120

276.
A 5th Kenyan Rifles painted shield,
having tribal style painted design, presented
to Brigadier A.J Hardy M.B.E by Lieutenant
Colonel L.M Matu and Officers of the 5th
Battalion The Kenya Rifles £100-150
271.
A George V silver salver, having
engraved crest for the 8th Cameronians
Scottish Rifles to the centre, hallmarked
Sheffield 1919 by Atkin Bros, together with
a silver Scottish National Blood Transfusion
Association dish for 100 Donations,
hallmarked Sheffield 1994, by Camelot
Silverware Ltd, plus a WWI silver topped
feeder, Patented 1917 by P&B, a Kitchener
Souvenir Spoon, a silver Artists’ Rifles spoon,
a POW Boer War period spoon, with shillings
as the bowl and terminal and Z. Afrik Repo
to the stem, a silver Rifle club spoon and
commemorative medallion, approx 142g
£120-180
272.
Two Sam Browne brown leather
belts, together with a brown leather cavalry
saddle frog and a brown leather infantry frog
(4) £50-80
273.
A Royal Air Force Cranwell School
cap, together with a selection of No.2
Squadron cloth and bullion badge belonging
to Edmond Ockenden, together with two
ROAB jewels, including a silver Founder
example, plus s silver shooting trophy, 113g,
and a selection of fishing flys (parcel) £60-100
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282.
An Eaglemoss Collection of military
watches, including US Army Field, Observation
Aviator, Boat Troop Commando Russian Forces
and more, complete with boxes and collectors
magazine for the watches (parcel) £60-100
283.
A Dixon & Sons brass and copper
shot/powder flask, having embossed design,
some minor denting, AF £30-50

277.
An unused 1980s Casualty bag, still
in original bag, complete with a large selection
of military issue mitts (parcel) £30-50
278.
Two 1970s Helicopter Rescue
Strops, both unused in original bag and box,
with documents, together with a harness
(parcel) £50-80
279.
A 7.62mm Link (Ball-TR)
ammunition case, complete with spent
rounds on links, together with a small
selection of cap badges, a uniform and a
military style shelter (parcel) £40-60
280.
A German World War II green
painted wooden gunpowder or components
case, the zinc lined case used to transport
rocket parts in 1944, with ‘blz’ label inside
lid, re-used for British Army usemarked ‘MFO
C/O POD’ to the front and ‘Major P. L. Peake,
Hampstead Norris, Berks, UK to the top
£20-30

284.
A WWII Lancaster print by Maurice
Gardner, titled ‘Tallboy Away, signed in pencil
by 9 bomber command veterans including,
Basil Fish, Bob Knight, and more together with
a print of 617 Squadron titled ‘Spirit of the
Dam Busters’ (2) £50-80
285.
A Keith Aspinall print titled ‘Bergen
Incident’, signed in pencil by 11 bomber
command veterans, including John Bell,
Murray Vagnolini, Basil Fish, Bill Taylor ‘Vulcan
Captain’, together with a 617 Squadron
Tornado GR18 print also signed, including Ben
Shepherd, Andy Watts and more (2) £70-100
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 288

286.
A signed Nicolas Trudgian Aviation
Sketchbook, signed by various Bomber
Command Veterans to the title page and
throughout, including Wing Commander John
Bell MBE DFC, Warrant Officer Ken Reed,
BBMF Honours Sqn Leader Tony Pickering, Sgt
W T Clard, Eric Clark, Air Commodore John
Ellacombe, Dambuster Pilot Benny Goodman,
Murray Valentine (Vagnolini), Air Commodore
John Langston, Bomb Aimer John Aldridge
and many more, together with another signed
book Voices in Flight The Dambuster Squadron
by Colin Higgs & Bruce Vigar, signed Benny
Goodman (2) £200-300

Lot 289

290.
The Uniforms of Murray ‘Vagnolini’
Valentine, 617 Squadron, comprising dress
jacket and trousers with patches and ribbon,
Dress No.2 Home Dress, greatcoat, formal
jacket and another, plus his cap and boxed cap
(parcel), World War II and later £150-250
291.
A WWII Third Reich soldier’s
Defence Pass book, having photograph and
personal details of the soldier, stamps from
the Military District Command and various
dates, together with a Third Reich armband,
Campaigners Through and Through unto
him cap badge and cloth badge and a cased
medallion £50-80

287.
An assortment of various
items relating to 617 Squadron Murray
‘Vagnolini’ Valentine, including black and
white photographs of him in uniform, crew
members, 617 Squadron Lancasters in flight,
a Squadron desk plaque, a Defender of the
Skies watch, training unit b/w photographs of
Vagnolini/Valentine, ties, a pair of his gloves,
various paperwork and ephemera all relating
to Murray (Vagnolini) Valentine (parcel)
£150-250
288.
An RAF 617 Squadron WWII medal
group, awarded to Flight Lieutenant M.R
Valentine, comprising General Service with
Malaya clasp, War and Defence, France and
Germany Star and 1939-45 Star, together
with a selection of his RAF cloth badges,
Retirement card and more (parcel)
£150-250
289.
Murray Valentine’s World War
II Flying cap and goggles, possibly a C type
helmet, complete with oxygen mask and pair
of goggles, plus his holster and belt (5)
£250-350

293.
A WWII Third Reich Balloon
Observer’s badge, pin backed, marked Pleuger
& Voss G.M.B.M Ludenscheid to reverse,
5.8cm x 4cm £80-120
294.
A WWI Iron Cross 2nd Class, marked
KAII to the hanger loop, in box (2) £30-40
295.
A Third Reich Cross of Honour of
the German Mother, dated 16 December
1938 to the reverse, AF £40-60

292.
A WWII Luftwaffe 2nd Air Corp
Field Court Seal stamp, having turned
wooden handle, with circular metal seal, with
Eagle and Swastika motif to the centre with
wording around the edge, ‘ Feldgericht des
Befehlshabers des Fliegerkorps II’, translated ‘
Field Court of the Commander of the 2nd Air
Corps’, 5cm high, 3.5cm diameter
£80-120

296.
A WWII Iron Cross 2nd Class,
marked in two places to the hanger loop
‘76’ and the other indistinctive, on ribbon,
together with a WWII German tinnie (2)
£60-80
297.
A WWII Iron Cross 1st Class, having
pin back, marked L/50 just underneath the
clasp £100-120
298.
A WWII Hitler Youth wooden wall
plaque, having centre list of orders from Hitler
‘We Want’, surrounded by various coats of
arms, all being inlaid, also stamped to the
reverse, 32.5 x 52cm £100-150
299.
A group of eight Third Reich pin
badges, including The Narvik Shield, NSDAP,
Veterans, Sports, Assault and more (8)
£80-120

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 312

300.
A Third Reich SS Podium Banner,
having brass clips to top, marked to reverse,
approx 52cm by 63cm, tassels to bottom
£250-350
301.
An English Civil War Cromwell
Period style lobstertail renactment helmet,
having face guard, fold down ear protecters
and leather chin strap £50-100
302.
An East Surrey Regiment Dress
uniform, having Corporal badge to the sleeve,
comprising of jacket and trousers (2) £30-40
303.
A large collection of clothing and
webbing, including man’s waistcoat desert
general purpose ops, utility belts, mosquito
netting , and much more all in large carry case
(qty) £60-100
304.
A Royal Welsh dress jacket, having
Colour Sergeant badges to the sleeves £30-40
305.
A male and females merchant naval
dress jacket and hats, the male jacket having
Captain insignia to the cuffs, both of the hats
having bullion badges (4) £60-100
306.
Two modern reproduction medieval
knights helmets, one in the form of a Great
Helm and the other a Pigface Bascinet (2)
£70-100
307.
An Officer’s blue clothed spike
helmet of The Queen’s The Royal West Surrey
Regiment, brass top mount and spike, with
brass binding to the front rim, velvet-backed
brass chin strap, maker’s mark ‘Cater & Co 6
Pall Mall London’, to inside £280-320
308.
A British Brodie helmet, originally
red later painted black, together with a WWI
Machine Gun Corps card for Private F J Taylor,
a Combat Smock, a German shirt and another
(parcel) £40-60
309.
An Airborne Troop’s Denison
Smock, dated 1946 with Broad arrow by John
Gordon & Co, Size 7, AF £80-120
310.
A late 20th Century British Royal
Logistics Corps Uniform, having Major’s
epaulettes, Logistics Corps lapel collar badges,
various medal ribbons, comprising of jacket
and trousers £30-50
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311.
A War Period Royal Naval Air
Service uniform, belonging to Sir Jocelyn
Buxton (1924-2014), 7th Battalion,
Volunteering for the Fleet Air Arm in 1942,
after passing his training he was sent as a
Wildcat fighter pilot to the aircraft carrier
Campania, protecting the Arctic Supply
Convoys in Northern Russia, Buxton was
Mentioned in Dispatches for his share in
shooting down enemy seaplanes. Later
fighting in the Korean War for the RNVR,
also succeeding his cousin in 1996 as the
7th Baronet, lot containing jacket, trousers,
shirts, shorts and socks, also a Fairey Aviation
trench art letter opener, made of aircraft
parts, with engraved P.J. Buxton to the blade,
all contained in vintage suitcase with Lady
Buxton naming to the front £180-220
312.
A WWI Gloucestershire Regiment
brodie helmet, having hand painted badge
to front and back, with painted inscription
under helmet rim ‘April 1918 badge painted at
Granezza & Trissino Italy after the Armistice’
and ‘Cleaned Aug 1939’, complete with his
WWI medal trio, Private C. Grant (2688)
Gloucestershire Regiment (4) £300-400
313.
A Royal Army Pay Corps pattern
1949 uniform, dated 1952, comprising jacket
and trousers, with badges to the sleeve AF
£30-50
314.
Four Royal Army Pay Corps
uniforms, comprising blue dress uniform
jacket and trousers, a greatcoat, plus two
others including stable belt £30-50
315.
A Japanese Retainer’s Jingasa
helmet, the lacquered helmet having black
painted textured effect to the top, with faded
red floral decoration, complete with liner,
some minor damages, approx 39cm diameter,
AF £80-120

316.
A 1940 Pattern Royal Irish Fusiliers
blouse and hat, dated 1943 and 1944,
together with the owners Service book,
Edward Arthur Boyden £100-120
317.
Two Australian Army slouch hats,
one having cap badge by Mountcastle, the
other by Akubra (2) £40-60
318.
A 1980s Royal Engineers uniform
with brown leather belt, together with a
beret, a selection of badges and buttons, plus
four Royal Engineers Rifle Association medals
(parcel) £80-120
319.
A 1940 Pattern Royal Army Service
Corps khaki greatcoat, dated 1943, together
with dog tags for C.E Buxton, a selection of
metal and cloth badges, wedding and more
(parcel) £70-100

320.
A Japanese Retainer’s Jingasa
helmet, the lacquered leather helmet with
smooth design, black with gilt floral design
to the front, liner missing but four loops are
present, having two red painted character
marks to under side, with damages, approx
40cm diameter, AF £80-120
321.
A 1970s military issue Inner
Coverall Aircrew Mark 2 suit, together with
military issue P.V.C Jerkin dated 1956 (2)
£50-80
322.
A modern Royal Tank Regiment
dress uniform, the jacket by G.D Golding,
having buttons and cloth badges to the
arm, with Iraq and Operational Service
(Afghanistan) ribbons, both with roses,
complete with trousers (2) £30-40
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337.
A group of five overseas helmets, to
include a Swedish M21/18, with metal decal
to front and two painted to either side, a
General Use Mark 7 with numerous markings
to inner, a Marte I also with numerous
markings, a South African M87 by SAPHI, plus
a riot helmet, all having liners (5) £100-150

323.
A Japanese Retainer’s Jingasa
helmet, the lacquered helmet with peaked
design, having gilt floral decoration to front,
and gilt and red dragon decoration to the
sides, complete with liner, with damages, AF
£120-180

338.
A Gentex SPH-4b Helicopter pilot
helmet, label to inner, complete with liner,
ear piece and microphone, sticker to reverse,
‘Danger Do Not Remove Helmet until I am
examined by a Doctor’, AF £50-80
332.
A WWI French Engineer’s helmet,
First Empire Style, having RF and armour motif
to front, small comb to top, complete with
original liner and chin strap, AF £80-120
324.
A WWII British Brodie helmet,
green painted steel helmet, having 1940
marked liner £30-50

333.
A Reproduction German Army
Double Decal helmet, in green, with army
decals to either side, complete with liner and
chin strap, marked Q68, T3359 to inner, AF
£50-80

325.
Three Russian/Soviet Union
helmets, comprising a blue cloth and fur
lined Tankerman helmet, plus two other steel
helmets, one having red star to front and the
other with red star and sickle and hammer,
both with liners (3) £50-80
326.
A Reproduction German Luftwaffe
M35 Double Decal helmet, in grey, having the
2nd Luftwaffe decals, complete with liner and
chin strap, marked S68 and 94 to inner
£50-80
327.
A 1952 British MkIV turtle helmet,
having 1970s liner, together with a steel
brodie helmet, plus a steel United Nations
helmet, all having liners (3) £40-60
328.
A Gentex SPH-4 Helicopter pilot’s
helmet, possible First Gulf War period, label
to inside, complete with liner, Astrocom ear
pieces and microphone, size XL, AF
£50-80
329.
An American M3 Flak helmet
for Aircrew, having fold down steel ear
protectors, strap liner and chin strap, AF
£80-120

339.
A WWII British Paratrooper helmet,
marked BMB and dated 1944 to the leather
liner, size 7 3/4, with painted name to the
inside, some damage to the outer, complete
with liner and chin straps £300-400
334.
A Vietnam era American M1
helmet, having white painted Spade decals
to both sides, complete with liners and chin
strap, together with a US Combat Vehicle
Crews (CVC) DH-132 helmet, complete with
microphone and ear piece, AF (2) £60-80
335.
An American Air Force M4A2 Flak
helmet, by Industrial Canvas Prod. Corp,
with ink naming to inner ‘Capt RH Howard,
complete with brown leather chin strap
£60-100

340.
A Reproduction German M35
helmet, single decal, stamped LT68 and 18 to
the inner back, complete with leather liner
and chin strap £40-60
341.
A 1940s period US Airforce M5
Flak helmet, having fold down steel ear
protectors, strap liner and brown leather chin
strap, AF £60-80

330.
A British Mk7 Combat helmet, the
kevlar helmet complete with camo cover,
together with a British GS Mk6 with desert
camo cover, plus a British Tactical Ballistics
helmet, having green Union Flag badges to
either side, all with liners and chin straps
£50-80
331.
Three American helmets, to include
PASGT helmet marked L-8 to inner, plus an
M1 with liner, and another, all with liners and
camo covers (3) £30-50
336.
A German M38 Fallschirmjager
paratrooper’s helmet, marked ET71 and 74 to
inner, having remnants of the eagle decal to
the side complete with liner and chin strap, AF
£250-350

342.
A WWII Japanese Naval Landing
Forces Marine helmet, the steel helmet
having yellow painted anchor to front, with
brown leather liner, having Japanese character
mark to one, missing chin strap £150-200
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350.
A collection of 40+ badges, to
include 19th P.W.O Hussars, The Lorne Scots
Peel Dufferin and Halton Regt, London
Scottish, Howe Battalion Royal Naval Division,
48th Highlander and more, plus a Black Watch
(RHR) of Canada belt buckle) £180-220
351.
An assortment of metal cap and
cloth badges, Royal Artillery Volunteers,
RAF, RASC, RAMC, The Devonshire Regt and
more, together with Royal Army Service Corps
embroided pennant (parcel) £40-60
343.
A WWI German M16 helmet, having
faded painted camo design, stamped BF62 to
inside, remanence of hand painted personnel
detail to inner back, complete with original
liner and chin strap, AF £300-400
344.
A Primrose League gilt and
enamel pin badge, the central P on a flower,
surrounded by motto, with crowned red and
white enamel backing, together with a gold
Fusilier stick pin, the fuse engraved with the
letter ‘V, plus two Royal Army Medical Corps
cap badges, a Devonshire Regiment cap badge
and a RFC example (parcel) £30-50
345.
A collection of 1st Sussex Rifles
items, including a white metal No.7 Coy
Champions badge (possibly silver), a
Volunteers ‘Pollock Challenge Cup 1899’
medallion, awarded to Private C.Horne, in
Arthur Punt Silversmith fitted case, gilt and
silver medals dated 1896 and 1898, the King’s
Medal and more (parcel) £80-120
346.
A Victorian East Yorkshire Officer’s
helmet plate, having no scroll, two-piece
white metal plate, with central rose on black
felt, three lugs to reverse, 13.5cm H £120-180
347.
A large collection of buttons and
shoulder titles, to include RAMC, Hyderabad,
Queens Own Buffs, RAC, West Yorkshire,
Naval and more, together with a selection of
cloth badges and a brass etching for the 2nd
Battalion The West Yorkshire Regt,The Prince
of Wales’s Own and more (parcel) £80-120
348.
A Princess Louise’s Argyll and
Sutherland Highlander’s belt buckle, together
with a selection of Scottish Regiment cap
badges and helmet plates, including The Royal
Scots, King’s Scottish Borderers Own, Highland
Regiment, Lowland Regiment and more (14)
£80-120
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358.
A WWI King’s Royal Rifle Corps
duo, awarded to Private F.C Petford (44482),
together with his two L.C.C ‘The King’s medal’
medals, with multiple clasps together with
another for K.Kendal (5) £50-60
359.
A collection of Overseas Medals
and badges, to include French Medaille
de la Victoire, French Croix de Guerre with
star clasp, a silver USAAF Air Gunner badge
marked sterling, and four Hungarian, Police
Bronze Merit medal, 5 Years Service Volunteer
Police, Service to the Homeland Class 1, and
Brotherhood in Arms Class 1 1979 Warsaw
Pact (parcel) £40-60

352.
Three Regimental brass and white
metal belt buckles, comprising Highland Light
Infantry, The Yorkshire Regiment and another
(3) £80-120
353.
A WWI Army Cyclist Corps medal
group, the Victory and War medal awarded to
Corporal W. T Smith (3276), the 1914-15 Star
was awarded to Smith when he was a Private,
together with four silver medals and another,
silver approx 33g £100-200
354.
A large collection of medal
miniatures, to include a Royal Fleet Reserve
LS & GC group, Army LS & GC group, Military
Cross group and Korea medal group, together
with a large selection of individual miniatures,
including Royal Victorian Order (GCVO),
Albert medal, Distinguished conduct, Most
Honourable Order of the Bath, India medal
with two clasps, Queen’s South Africa medal
with 4 clasps, Egypt medal and more, plus full
size French War Cross (40+) £200-300
355.
A WWI Royal Naval Voluntary
Reserves medal, awarded to Able Seaman
C. Bache (B.Z.9332), together with two WWI
War medals, Clerk Abdul Rahim (SO-60209) of
the Supply & Transport Corps, and Private H
Dyson (418005) of the 9th London Regiment,
plus five WWII medals, and a group of various
cap badges and 1914 Christmas tin (parcel)
£80-120
356.
A collection of Commemorative
medals awarded to Corporal H.W Shury
(23208206) of the Territorial Army, including
three silver examples, Voluntary Service
medal, B.A.O.R Berlin Airlift, and General
Service cross (approx 75g), also National
Service medal,TA Centennial medal, Border
Service medal, and 50th Anniversary Peace
medal, plus his Service and Pay book (parcel)
£80-120

349.
A Royal Navy Mine Clearance
Service badge, the white metal example
having two lug fittings to reverse £30-40

357.
A WWI Memorial Plaque, for
William Jonathan Arnold, together with
a military issue open face pocket watch
(AF), marked with broad arrow and G.S
MK.II A71353 to reverse, plus a WWI
1914 Christmas tin and an Australian
Commonwealth Military Forces Honour to
Australia silk postcard (4) £100-200

360.
A collection of Belgian Orders and
Decorations, comprising Order of The Crown
with crossed swords clasp, Knight Military
Order of Leopold II with crossed sword clasp,
Croix de Guerre Leopold III with oak leaf
clasp, Victory medal, two War Victory 1914-18
medals, one having four gilt bar clasp the
other one and crown clasp, plus a Belgian
miniature medal group of seven medals
(parcel) £50-80
361.
A World War One RAF duo,
awarded to Private 2nd Class J Love (136790)
(2) £30-50

362.
A Boer War and World War One
Royal Berkshire Medal group, awarded
to Private Alfred Hancock (2nd 4582 and
6th 9925), fighting in the Africa campaigns
and later during World War One in France
and Flanders, medal comprising Queen’s
South Africa with three clasps (Transvaal,
Orange Free State and Cape Colony), King’s
South Africa medal with two clasps (South
Africa 1901 &1902), Victory and British War,
complete with Royal Berkshire cap badge and
research £180-220
363.
A Rifle Brigade Ashantee Medal, no
clasp, awarded to Rifleman William Shillabeer
(2046), 2nd Battalion, 1873-4, complete with
research £180-220
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369.
A WWI Royal Berkshire Regiment
trio, awarded to Private F Wooldridge (16724)
£50-80
370.
A WWII 2nd Battallion Royal
Berkshire Regiment medal group, awarded
to Warrant Officer 2nd Class F Hutchins
(5331577), comprising Long Service and Good
Conduct medal with Regular Army clasp, War
and Defence, 1939-45 Star and France and
Germany Star, plus box for the LSGC medal,
and his swagger stick, with 2nd Battalion Royal
Berks Regt China design to top, inscribed ‘Sgt
F Hutchins’ £50-80
364.
A 1st Seaforth Highlanders
Khedive’s Sudan 1896-1908 Medal, having
Khartoum clasp, awarded to Private J Wallace
(4817) £150-200
365.
A Royal Leicestershire Regiment
Crimea Medal, with Sebastopol clasp,
awarded to Private Marvan £120-180

371.
An Army Service Corps King’s South
Africa medal, awarded to Sergeant G. F. H.
Bullock (9139) £40-60
372.
A Royal Engineers General Service
medal, having Malaya clasp, awarded to
Sapper I.L.F. Winser
£40-60
373.
A group of four WWII medals,
comprising War, Defence, 1939-45 Star and
Africa Star, together with early South Africa
1900 Rhodesian Rifles badges, a Hampshire
Regt cap badge, a pair of War Office Field
Glasses and a 1914 Christmas tin (parcel)
£60-100
374.
A WWI Stoker 1st Class Royal Naval
trio, awarded to H.R Ward (S.S 100409),
together with a 1953 Coronation medal (4)
£60-100

366.
A British Military Medal, awarded
to Sergeant Robert Lewis Norman (7469),
9th Service Battalion, Devonshire Regiment;
Norman was awarded the MM for carrying
bombs and rocket grenades while taking
heavy fire, until they reached a sunken road
entering Bullecourt; Norman was a Corporal
at the time and was killed in action, complete
with research £180-220

377.
A Lancashire Fusiliers Africa
General Service Medal, (later issued and
named) with Kenya clasp, complete with
miniature, awarded to 2nd Lieutenant D H
Cardew, 1953-1956, together with Nation
Service medal, his dog tag, small selection
of cap badges and badges, also a selection
of family history, with family trees, a book of
letters and press cuttings, the book ‘Echoes
From The Crimea’ by Roger Chapman which
Cardew helped with, and more (parcel)
£70-100

378.
A WWII Royal Army Service Corps
medal group, awarded to Corporal B.E.Cox
(S/87341), comprising Territorial Efficiency
medal, War and Defence, Italy Star, Africa
Star with 8th Army clasp and 1939-45 medal,
together with a selection of black and white
photographs of him, a collection of his
postcards, newspapers of the period and
other items (parcel) £60-100

375.
A WWI Royal Naval Reserves
duo, awarded to Deck Hand S.H Budden
(19416D.A), together with an assortment
of Commemorative medallions, a silver and
enamel Royal Scots pin badge, a German West
Wall medal an Australian Commonwealth
Military Forces pun badge and more (parcel)
£50-80

367.
A Royal Marines Light Infantry
East & West Africa Medal, having Benin
1897 clasp, awarded to Private Charles
Smith (6092), HMS St George, complete with
research and copies of documents £180-220

379.
A WWI Memorial Plaque, awarded
to George Wynn Durrant, Durrant was a Petty
Officer Telegraphist in the Royal Navy who was
killed 5th June 1916 £60-80
380.
A Queen’s Regiment Territorial
Efficiency medal, awarded to Corporal W.F.H
Rufey (1435046), together with his dog tags, a
selection of WWII medals and an unassociated
RAF cap badge (parcel) £50-80

376.
A WWII Dispatch Rider’s medal
group, awarded to Alan Goodfellow,
comprising 1939-45 Star with 1st Army clasp,
Africa Star, Italy Star, Defence and War (5)
£50-60
368.
A Welsh Guard South Atlantic
Medal with rosette, awarded to Guardsman
M.B Lewis (24603289), court mounted
£500-600

381.
A WWI Royal Irish Regiment
trio, awarded to Private H Booker (3-8557),
together with his Royal Horticultural Society
Long Service medal (4) £60-100
382.
A WWII 8th Army medal group,
awarded to Corporal Duncan Brown,
comprising War, 1939-45 Star, Africa Star with
8th Army clasp, Italy Star, France and Germany
Star, plus miniature, two buttons, one for
Loyal Scots and the other H.M.C & E, plus
ribbon bar (parcel) £50-100
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Lot 386

383.
A Royal Engineer’s Gulf medal,
having 16 Jan to 28 Feb 1991 clasp, awarded
to Sapper T.W.Taylor (24885901) £120-180

391.
A 19th Century French Bandsman’s
Sawback, dated 1847 to the cross guard,
with numerous other markings to the cross
guard and base of the blade, the blade approx
48.5cm long £100-150

398.
A North African horn handled
sword, having tapering double edged blade,
leading to shaped horn and metal handle,
66cm in length £60-80
399.
A 19th Century Moroccan Nimcha,
having decorative brass inlay to the handle,
curved blade with etched design, approx
27cm, AF £30-50

384.
A WWI Reverend’s Victory medal,
awarded to Reverend A.E England £50-100
385.
A 19th Century East India Company
long barrel rifle, having percussion cap action,
marked East India company and indistinctively
dated 1803, also indistinctively marked on the
lock plate ‘GO**’, barrel approx 141cm, overall
length approx 182cm, AF £300-400
386.
A 19th Century William Powell &
Son side by side percussion cap shotgun,
made in 1874, originally bought by Major
Downing, having engraved foliate decorated
lock plate, hammers and trigger guard, cross
hatch design to the top of the hammers,
damascus barrels, serial number 6494,
marked to both barrels and under the stock,
also marked Powells Patent 2124, numerous
proof marks under barrel and top of stock,
must have a valid Section 2 Shotgun licence to
purchase this lot £1000-1500
387.
An East Indian 1808 restocked
flintlock rifle, having lion holding a crown
stamped to the lock plate, complete with ram
rod, brass trigger, trigger guard and fittings
£350-450
388.
A Diana Mod 27 break barrel air
rifle, together with another air rifle with serial
GB11885, AF £40-60
389.
Two horn handled Middle Eastern
daggers, both having engraved design to
the curved blade, with decoration medal
scabbard, together with a modern Indian Kukri
(3) £70-100
390.
A Fairbairn Sykes Fighting dagger
by Nowell & Sons, the bottom of the handle
marked with crossed keys and *D, no other
markings to the handle or blade, AF £50-100
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400.
Two 19th Century Indian Talwar
swords, both having same handle and curved
blade, one blade slightly rusted, both having
leather covered wooden scabbards, AF
£100-150

392.
A Luftwaffe Officer’s Sword by SMF
Solingen, having double edged half fuller
blade, 76cm, sun wheel swastika to pommel,
feathering to the cross guard, leather and wire
grip, complete with white metal and leather
covered scabbard £400-600
393.
Two African tribal spears, together
with a small selection of arrows in a quiver
and a whip, AF £30-40
394.
A 19th Century cabbage cutter,
having cockerel design to the pommel, scale
style design to the grip, floral hand guard with
double sided 46cm long blade £50-100
395.
A 19th Century Middle Eastern
Cosh, possibly Turkish, having bulbous
wooden form to one end, having applied
white metal and fabric design to the handle,
50cm in length £70-100

401.
A 19th Century Sudanese Spear
head, the broad spear head measuring
15.5cm x 48cm (excluding pole mount), AF
£40-60
402.
A Middle Eastern Jambia, possibly
from Yemen, having silver filigree and leather
scabbard with applied hard stone decoration,
AF £50-80
403.
A 19th Century Afghanistan Choora,
having T-Back tapering blade, with wooden
handle, AF £30-50
404.
Three 19th Century Egyptian
daggers, each having curved blades, with
leather and mixed material sheaths £60-100
405.
A Polaris ‘Samurai’ diver’s knife, the
stainless steel blade being double edged, one
edge serrated, in Spartan sheath £30-50

396.
A Luftwaffe Officer’s sword by SMF
Solingen, having double edged half fuller
blade, 77cm, sun wheel swastika to pommel,
feathering to the cross guard, leather and wire
grip, complete with white metal and leather
covered scabbard £400-600
397.
A 19th Century double headed axe,
possibly African, having cut out decoration to
each blade, mounted on 50cm long handle, AF
£40-60

406.
A George V Scottish Officer’s sword,
having basket hilt, with pierced design, felt
faded, leading to engraved double fullered
81cm long blade, with cipher and crown
design, complete with white metal scabbard
with two hanger loops £400-500
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417.
A 1908/1912 Pattern Cavalry
Trooper’s sword with scabbard and tack,
the blade marked SB & N Ltd, also with serial
numbers, quality and Regimental numbering,
single fullered blade with flat back, approx
89cm, with sheet steel guard and dermatine
grip, complete with scabbard and original
saddle frog £250-350

Lot 419

418.
An 1897 Pattern 9th Tower Hamlets
Rifles Officer’s sword and scabbard, having
etched blade by Kennet of Maddox Street
London, the 9th Tower Hamlet Rifles were
a unit raised by the Harbour Masters of St
Katherine’s Dock in London, steel guard with
pierced bugle design, complete with steel
scabbard £200-250
407.
A George V British Indian 41st
Dogras sword, by Wilkinson, the tapering
single fullered blade, with etched design, with
Crowned Royal Cipher, Crowned 41st Dogras
and Shield design, having Initials I.H.M to the
blade, blade approx 83cm long, with pierced
design to the hand guard and skin and wire
grip, with white metal scabbard, and leather
and metal scabbard £600-800
408.
A pre war German Officer’s dress
sword, by W.K.C Solingen, single fullered
blade with makers mark under langet, with
wreath design to front langet and shield and
wreath design to back, with stirrup shaped
hand guard leading to leather finger grip,
blade approx 81cm long, complete with blade
painted scabbard, with single hanger
£200-250

413.
A 1908/1912 pattern Cavalry
Trooper’s sword by Wilkinson, WWI issue,
sheet steel guard with dermantine grip,
complete with authentic, but not original
knot, quality and Regimental marks to the
blade, blade single fullered with flat back,
approx 89cm long £200-300
414.
An 1897 Pattern Royal Engineers
Officer’s sword and scabbard, the pierced
guard having engraving ‘Lieut Eoin Cameron
Black Royal Engineers’, the Cameron Blacks
were a noted ship building family on the
Clyde, after surviving WWI Eoin became a
Master ship builder on the Clyde in the 20’s,
the sword having decorative blade, with Royal
Engineers emblem and motto, blade made by
Walker & Hall, complete with brown leather
knot and scabbard £180-220

421.
A Leon Paul Fencing Foil, together
with a French example with a fullered blade,
and another Leon Paul Example (3) £30-40
422.
A War Period Japanese sword, with
damages, AF £50-100

424.
A WWII period Czech VZ-24,
complete with scabbard and frog, together
with another possibly Czech knife bayonet,
also with frog and scabbard (4) £50-80

410.
An antique sword, having helmet
and crossed lance design to one side of the
guard and shield with crossed lance to the
other, the pommel also with decoration,
the wooden grip of ribbed design, the blade
76.5cm long, AF £50-80

412.
A Scottish Dirk, having white metal
finial with crown design, carved wooden
handle with yellow metal stud decoration,
leading to a decorative blade with thistle and
swag design, the blade leather scabbard with
having white metal mounts with thistle and
wreath decoration, blade 29.5cm
£120-150

420.
Three Middle Eastern Kukri knives,
not complete, together with a boxed Puma
White Hunter knife and sheath, plus an antler
handled hunting knife with triangular shaped
single fullered blade (parcel) £100-150

423.
A French Yataghan bayonet and
scabbard, by A & AS, together with two
French T-Back bayonets, one dated 1840 and
cut down, the other dated 1878, AF (4)
£60-100

409.
A horn handled sword stick, the
terminal in the shape of a clenched fist
holding something, together with a carved
conductor’s baton, a light infantry white
metal topped swagger stick and two Officer’s
batons, AF (parcel) £100-150

411.
A German K98 bayonet, marked
Durkopp to the blade, together with a Ross
Rifle & Co bayonet, AF £50-80

419.
An 1803 Pattern Flak Officer’s/Light
Company sword, having lion head and knuckle
bow hilt bearing infantry bugle and GR cipher,
the curved flat backed single fullered 75cm
long blade with etched design and ‘BEANTE*’,
AF £500-600

415.
An 1821 Pattern HAC Light Cavalry
Officer’s sabre and matching scabbard, blade
by Creed of London, the etched blade having
clear ‘Honourable Horse Artillery’ and HAC
Cipher, monogrammed to the blade and the
scabbard, for ceremonial use at the Tower of
London until 2014 by the vendor who was the
Deputy Governor at the Tower from 20112017 for Royal Gun Salute £500-600
416.
An 1885 Pattern Cavalry Trooper’s
sword and matching scabbard, single fullered
curved blade by Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co
Solingen, with clear quality and proof marks,
also marked WD with broad arrow and serial
numbers, complete with scabbard £200-250

425.
A British 1907 pattern bayonet by
Sanderson for the Officer Training Corps,
issued in 1918, complete with scabbard and
frog (2) £40-60
426.
A Russian M1891/30 socket
bayonet, having cruciform blade, together
with a Swiss M1957 knife bayonet by W&F
plus a Bulgarian AKM Type II (3) £80-120

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 427

427.
An Imperial Prussian Miner’s Sabre,
having single fullered etched blade, Crown
crossed hammers to the front, blade approx
85cm long, complete with leather and brass
scabbard, and knot £500-600

Lot 432

434.
Five British No.4 spike bayonets,
three having scabbards, two without (5)
£30-40

441.
Two Turkish German Ersatz, both
with steel scabbards, AF £30-50

428.
An 18th Century Officer’s
Mameluke, having engraved blade, possible
reads ‘No Me Saques Sin Rason No Me
Enbaines Sin Honor’ translated to ‘Do Not
Use Me Without Reason, Do Not Draw Me
Without Honour’, single fullered flatback
blade, with embossed black material and
wooden scabbard, AF £400-600
429.
A 19th Century Short sword, having
metal twist grip, guard marked (M) Norfolk 4,
single fullered 63cm long blade, AF £60-80
430.
A 19th Century Middle Eastern
double edged short sword/side arm, possibly
from the Afghanistan region, having applied
white metal decoration to the handle, one
piece double edged 38.5cm long blade, with
inscription and dated 1895, complete with
scabbard, leather and decorative white metal
£200-300

442.
Five British No.4 spike bayonets,
£30-40

435.
Two British RAF Dinghy Survival
knives, both marked 27C/2023 to pierced
curved blade, one with original cardboard box,
the other with original sheath, AF £40-60

433.
A British Naval Dirk, by Gieve
Matthews & Seagrove Ltd, having etched
blade with anchor and floral design, lion head
hilt with ring and knot, fish skin and wire twist
grip, acorn tipped cross guard with wreathed
anchor crest, complete with brass and leather
scabbard £300-400
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443.
A WWI German Sawback bayonet,
by Gebr. Heller Marienthal, complete with
steel scabbard, together with a K98 marked
S/176G, with scabbard marked Coppel
G.m.b.H dated 1938, AF
£120-180

436.
Three Turkish German Ersatz,
each having scabbards, one scabbard with
damages, AF £40-60

431.
A Middle Eastern Kukri, complete
with two smaller skinning knives and sheath
£30-40
432.
A WWII Japanese Surrender
Shinshinto, mounted for WWII, signed
and dated Suketoshi 1862, with plaque to
the scabbard ‘Sword surrender by Capt.
T.Higashida 5 A.F.D H.Q Japanese Imperial
Forces, Presented by Air Marshall Sir Hugh
W.L. Saunders K.B.E, C.B, M.C, D.F.C, M.M,
A.M.C, Burma, to Air Commodore H.F.U. Battle
O.B.C, D.F.C, A.O.C 228 Group India February
1946, sold with information of Battle and
a copy of the photograph of when he was
presented the sword in India £1000-1500

440.
An assortment of six European
scabbards, including a German dress dagger
and SMLE, plus two brown leather frogs (8)
£40-60

444.
A Prussian M1840 Pioneer Fusilier’s
Saxon side arm, Faschinenmesser, marked
PDL to blade, brass one piece grip and guard,
guard having markings, complete with brass
ad leather scabbard, marked 104.R.E.2.229. to
the brass, AF £150-180

437.
A rare Indonesian bayonet, using
Dutch and Japanese parts, complete with
leather scabbard and frog £180-220

445.
A French Chassepot bayonet, single
fullered curved blade dated 1869, complete
with scabbard, together with two Swiss Sigs,
and two socket bayonet with cruciform blades
(5) £40-60

438.
A German Fireman’s Dress bayonet,
by Puma of Solingen, black plastic chequered
grip with single fullered blade, complete with
steel scabbard £60-80

446.
A WWI German EB 47 bayonet,
complete with black painted steel scabbard,
brown leather frog and knot
£120-150

439.
An 1856 pattern German marked
Yataghan bayonet, complete with metal
and leather scabbard, together with a brass
handled Brunswick and a Lee Metford 88
Pattern bayonet marked 1 WEL 361 to the hilt,
AF (3) £80-120
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Lot 456

447.
A brass handled EB22 German
Ersatz, marked to the spine of the blade,
complete with metal scabbard £220-250
448.
Three German dress bayonets, one
by W.K.C, another by P.D.Luneschloss Solingen,
two have steel scabbard, one without, AF
£40-60

456.
An original SOE push dagger, with
post war made scabbard, together with an
SOE utility knife (3) £250-300
457.
An Imperial German Officer’s
Sword, having treble etched, single fullered,
curved blade, complete with steel scabbard,
AF £60-80

462.
A George V Officer’s Sword, having
single fullered etched blade with cipher and
shield, the hand guard with pierced design
also with cipher, with leather scabbard, end
damaged, AF £60-80
463.
A WWII Burmese Dha, having 58cm
long blade, complete with wooden, wire and
rope bound scabbard, with carrier £120-150
Transport

449.
An Imperial German miniature
Naval dagger, having moulded brass hilt and
cross guard with bone grip, complete with
brass scabbard and chain, approx 8cm in
length £150-250
450.
A US M4 bayonet, together with
another US knife, both in USM8AI scabbards,
together with a German Fighting knife, having
indistinctive makers mark to blade, complete
with scabbard and frog £60-80
451.
Five British No.4 spike bayonets,
each having scabbards, AF £30-40
452.
A US M3 Fighting/Combat knife,
with US M8A1 WD scabbard, together with
a US Airforce Survival knife, complete with
scabbard, AF £80-120

464.
A 1930s Armstrong Siddeley
Cheetah X aeroplane propeller, painted black
with yellow tips, stamped to boss, “DRG. No.
LA 613 C/6, D 7 33, P. 6.96”, CHEETAH X, L.
II T.” and stamped “14916” to side of boss,
225cm £150-250
458.
A Fairbairn Sykes Third pattern
fighting knife, unmarked, complete with war
time brown leather scabbard £80-100
459.
Two WWI German Dress swords,
both having curved single fullered blade,
wire grips, one having 80cm long blade, the
other 70cm, both with black painted steel
scabbards, AF £60-80
460.
A British Officer’s Dress Sword,
having plain single fullered blade, three band
knickle bow, complete with black painted steel
scabbard £40-60

453.
A Converted Us 1918 Fighting Knife,
by L F & C, having double edged 16.5cm long
blade, complete with broad leather sheath
£120-180
454.
A Fairbairn Sykes Third pattern
fighting dagger, by William Rodgers, with
brown leather scabbard £40-60
455.
Two German dress daggers, one by
Eickhorn, the other plan, both having steel
scabbards (2) £40-60

465.
Greeves 25 DC Motorcycle, A
Greeves 25DC Mk II East Coaster model,
one of only 137 produced, first registered
in 1965; powered by a 250cc twin cylinder
Villiers 4T Engine, much restoration work has
been carried out, including an engine rebuild
by a well known Villiers specialist; it has
covered around 200 miles since it was rebuilt,
incorrect fuel tank, G-VG as restoration, not
tested £2000-3000
466.
A pair of black painted coach
lamps, together with another similar, plus a
cased railway lamp, all AF (4) £40-60

461.
A Victorian Infantry Officer’s Sword,
possibly 1897 pattern, with etched single
fullered blade, with pierced hand guard having
Royal VR Cipher, complete with scabbard
£60-80

467.
A set of four Morris Minor hub
caps, the white metal caps having a capital
letter M to the centre, AF (4) £20-30
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468.
A collection of motor related pin
badges and buttons, to include Rolls Royce,
Jaguar, Leyland, Albion, Foden Vehicles, AEC,
RAC and many more, AF (parcel) £50-100

476.
A Jaguar car tool kit, comprising
spanners, pliers, screw driver, tyre gauge and
spare lights, all in green felt fitted case
£20-30

469.
A WWII period train driver’s log
book, together with a selection of various
railway related items, including a ‘Railway
Timekeeper’ open faced pocket watch, a
Whistle, badges, tokens and more (parcel)
£30-50

477.
Barratt’s Press Agency Silver Prints
of Brooklands Race Track, R J Munday,
enjoying a joke after his victory in the 1932
Whit Monday Gold Star Race in a Vauxhall,
probably a 30/98 (1), and four cars on the
banking, 1930 (1), G, with The Modern World
Book of Motor Cars, P £20-30

470.
Porsche 928 Parts, pair of Porsche
928 S2 alloy wheels and tyres, one with deep
scratches on the outer face, P-G, (2) £30-40

478.
Car Brochures and Booklets circa
1934-1948, Rover - brochures 1934, 1935,
1936, 1938, instructions 1933, 1936, spares
1934, 1936, 1937, and brochures for Bedford
PC vans, Austin A40 Countryman, 10 Cwt Van,
Fordson, Hillman Estate Car and Jeep Station
Wagon £70-100

483.
AA Car Badges a Railway Lamp
and ephemera, three 1940s/60s chrome AA
badges (two with repainted yellow inserts),
a B.R. Chloride battery signal lamp, 1934
S.R. Timetable appendices, B.R. 1965 railway
passes guide and three modern model railway
and train ticket books, G, (Qty) £40-60
484.
Bus Conductor’s Bell Punch, a
vintage punch by The Bell Punch & Printing
Co Ltd, with leather strap, wooden and metal
sprung ticket clip and a punch releasing pin
with wooden grip, G, (3) £40-60

471.
Ship’s Bell, mid-20th century ship’s
bell, marked M/T VESTEN and 1951, lacks
clapper, dented rim, 40cm tall, F-G (1)
£130-230

479.
Various items, Rototherm chromedmetal Fahrenheit table thermometer, 1930s,
humorous illustrated printed poem ‘Do Not
Step’ about Belisha buttons (or studs) that
accompanied beacons in 1934 before black
and white road markings, and curved section
AA badge (3) £40-60

485.
Manchester Ship Canal
Memorabilia, various items including a
Victorian glass water jug commemorating
Daniel Adamson of The Manchester Ship Canal
with wheel cut detail (8”) high, an enamelled
M.S.C. Cap badge, lapel badge and uniform
button, two Edwardian and later M.S.C.
postcards and two 1994 commemorative
crowns and 1994 centenary paper weight,
together with an un related chromed ‘Burns’
ploughing doorstop by Greenlees Glasgow, G,
(Qty) £50-80

480.
Car Mascot and AA badge, a
chromed brass car mascot modelled as
Mercury or Hermes, threaded socket to base,
unmarked, 150mm high, and curved section
AA badge (2) £40-60
472.
Ship’s Portholes, pair of mid 20th
Century ship’s portholes, of circular form,
with four screw catches to open shutter, 47cm
diameter, glazed windows 35.5 cm diameter, G
(2) £180-260

481.
Vehicle and wagon manufacturer’s
plates, Metro-Cammell 1940, SIG, 1914,
London Transport enamel triangle probably
from RT bus, Thornycroft and others (a lot)
£40-60

473.
Limited edition prints, two prints
after Sir William Russell Flint, each titled SS
series, with watercolour of small yacht and oil
painting of tall ship (4) £30-50
486.
1980s Southampton Car Parking
Meter, made by Duncan Industries USA,
removed from service in 1994 green painted
cast metal, with certificate of authenticity
from Southampton C.C. G, (2) £50-80

474.
A collection of Aviation items, to
include two signed RAF Red Arrow prints,
one having Battle of Britian Museum Appeal
label to reverse with list of signature, a
small selection of model aircraft, plus
Commemorative plates (parcel) £40-60
475.
Ship’s Plaques, four ship related
plaques, one marked Diana, 19cm, another
with three lions, marked Sir Lancelot, plus
a larger example with two keys below Navy
crown, 36cm plus one other, F-G, (4) £40-60
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482.
Snapshot silver prints of motor
cars and motorcycles 1920s-1930s, including
several Rileys, motorcycle combinations, New
Hudson motorcycle, fabric saloon Wolseley (?)
(apx. 65), two RP charabanc postcards and 6in
x 8in silver print of Thornycroft motor lorry (a
lot) £60-80

487.
1950s Car Mascot, a chrome mascot
in the form of a female nude in Spirit of
Ecstasy pose on carved teak plinth (8”) high, G
£60-80
488.
Jaguar MK II Car Mascot, a chromed
example in the form of a leaping jaguar, on
modern circular teak plinth, (3” high), F
£40-50
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489.
Transport & Travel Related Badges,
various badges including Brixham Belle,
LMS, Cutty Sark, SR Schools Class, Sunbeam,
Scammell, Red Arrows, RNLI, souvenir and
many others, 250 plus, G-E £50-80

490.
Postwar Ship in Bottle, a model of
the City of Perth built 1868 under full sail by
J Brogden Southampton in a Teachers whisky
bottle, 11” long, £40-60
491.
Merchant Ship Playing Cards and
Other Souvenir Items, fifteen packs of boxed
playing cards all P&O 1950s and later (five
complete others missing jokers), three packs
of Orient line examples (one circular and one
Patience unchecked), P&O matchboxes and
books (7) and a Chusan 1970 miniature life
buoy, together with other items including
Canberra glass ashtray, Orient Line example,
Oriana glass tumblers, RMS Narkunda wooden
trinket pot, farewell Oriana can of Fosters
lager, Canberra tea towels (2), and various
other items, F-E, (Qty) £40-60
492.
Modern Cruise Liner Memorabilia
and Furnishing Prints, various items including
ephemera, towels, t shirts, pens and other
items relating to Oriana, Arcadia, Canberra,
Aurora, Oceana, Artemis, Azura and others
including four cans of Fosters Lager from
Oriana’s maiden season 1995, boxed pewter
model of Canberra, boxed Ventura 2008
glass T light holder by Nick Munro and boxed
Claytown Collection model of Titanic, together
with reproduction liner adverts glazed and
framed, a set of Wills and Mills Merchant
Ships of the World cigarette cards (2 sets),
both framed and glazed and other items, G-E,
(Qty) in two boxes £40-60

493.
Madeira Port, Three bottles of
Blandys travel Madeira Port wine, two half
size bottles of 5 year old Bual, plus a 75cl
bottle of Blandy’s Duke Of Clarence Port, all
are celebrating the maiden voyage of the
Cruise Ship Oriana in 1995, all are sealed, VGE, boxes, F-G, (3) £30-50

494.
Cruise Liner Commemorative Pens
and Other Items, various ball point pens all
cased including three by Parker and others
(6), a cased 1997 Canberra commemorative
crown, boxed Veritas P&O leather note book
case (A4), six cased Arcadia inaugural season
quartz wrist watches, enamelled corkscrew
and badges (Uganda/Nevasa), boxed Oriana
travel clock in polished steel case and a pair of
Portofyne cuff links, G-E, Boxes G, (19) £50-80
495.
Ships Plaques and Canberra Signed
Photograph, a limited edition photograph of
Canberra entering Sydney harbour signed by
the captain 91/250, together with various
ships badges mounted on shield shaped
plaques including Uganda (2), Canberra
(2) Oriana, Victoria, Arcadia, Sea Princess
(some in boxes) and cased example of The
Portuguese Port Authorities presented to the
Captain of SS Victoria, F-G, (10) £40-60

498.
Limited Edition Signed Print
Lusitania at Liverpool, a framed and glazed
print signed by the artist S W Fisher The
Lusitania at Liverpool also signed by Alice
M drury and Avis G Foley (two surviving
passengers),77/850 with certificate, 70cm
wide x 40 cm high, G £50-60
499.
Titanic commemorative serviette,
Paper serviette, commemorating the loss of
the Ship, crew and passengers, April 1912,
created by William Burrough Scott, VG-E,
£40-60
500.
Artist’s Proof Signed Print JG-52 By
Robert Taylor, framed with Perspex, German
fighters over Southern England 1940, entitled
JG-52, with eight signatures, published by The
Military Gallery Bath 1986, some cracks to
Perspex, 72cm wide x 50cm high, G
£40-60

496.
Cruise Liner Themed Ceramics and
Crystal, various items including two Rosenthal
Epoque design 33cm plates, boxed Royal
Doulton 1984 Sea Princess launch plate, four
boxed blue glass Sea Princess 2005 farewell
champagne flutes, boxed Wedgwood Adonia
and Oceana coffee cups and saucers, boxed
Thomas Lyte Adonia crystal paper weights
and boxed Oriana 1993 glass example, boxed
Burns Crystal Victoria plate, boxed Carrs silver
plated Victoria farewell dish 2002 and a
crystal hexagonal vase with hall marked 925
silver stand Millennium cruise on Victoria, G-E,
(Qty) £40-60

497.
Cruise Liner Themed Hall Marked
Silver, various items all hallmarked by R.J. Carr
comprising boxed photograph frame (non
engraved) and two pairs of cased Canberra
1996 world cruise napkin rings together with
three desk clocks Victoria’s Millennium cruise,
Oriana’s Millennium cruise and a folding
rococo embossed example clock/photograph
frame Canberra’s Farewell Around the World
1997, G-E, (6) £80-100

501.
Robert Taylor  Signed Prints, two
prints framed with Perspex, Victory over
Dunkirk signed by the artist and dated 1984
and Bob Stanford Tuck, published by The
Military Gallery Bath 1983, (faded) and First
Edition print Johnnie Johnson Leading 144
Canadian Wing Over Normandy 1944, signed
by Johnnie Johnson, (faded) each 50cm wide
x 37cm high, F-G, (2) £40-60
502.
Robert Taylor  Signed Prints, two
prints framed with Perspex, Victory Wave
signed by the artist limited edition 21/250, 48
cm wide x 35 cm high and Memorial Flight,
with signed dedication by the artist and three
other signatures, published by The Military
Gallery Bath 1984, 60cm wide x 43 cm high,
(some scratches to Perspex), G, (2)
£50-60

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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503.
Robert Taylor  Signed Prints, two
prints framed with Perspex, South Atlantic
Task Force, signed Jeremy Moore and D-Day
with signed dedication by the artist and
additional signature, both published by The
Military Gallery Bath, each 50cm wide x 37 cm
high with small cracks to Perspex and fading,
F-G, (2) £40-60

516.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white Low
Bridge 210 yds Ahead and Slow Major Road
Ahead with reflectors, each 37cm wide x 70
cm high, F, (2) £80-120

510.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white with
reflectors, No Through Road by the Royal
Label Factory and Bends For 1/2 Mile, the
larger 70cm wide 36cm high, F, (2) £80-120
511.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign, an
alloy example black on white Halt At Major
Road Ahead, with reflectors, 60cm wide x
66cm high, F £80-100
504.
Airforce Signed Prints, Unframed
examples comprising Aces on The Western
Front, by Robert Taylor with five signatures,
published by The Military Gallery Bath 1993
and Battle of Britain Memorial Flight RAF
Cosford 1990, by Charles Thompson, with
a signature, together with Philip West Rule
Britannia (2), both signed by the artist and
others, limited edition 191/192/1000, and
another furnishing print of a Lancaster, the
largest 80cm wide x 50cm high, G, (5) £40-60
505.
Large Unpowered Model of an Oil
Rig Rescue Boat or Similar, constructed in
wood and plastic and painted with propellers
on a stand 1050mm long, F-G £30-50
506.
Display Models of a Galleon and
Trawler, two models both constructed in
wood the galleon with furled sails (570mm
long x 650mm high, the trawler 820mm long x
440mm high, F-G, (2) £40-60

517.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white Low
Bridge 1250 yds Ahead and Slow Major Road
Ahead with reflectors, each 37cm wide x 70
cm high, F, (2) £80-120
518.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white Low
Bridge 1/4 Mile Ahead and Slow Major Road
Ahead with reflectors, each 37cm wide x 70
cm high, F, (2) £80-120

512.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign, an
alloy example black on white Halt At Major
Road Ahead, with reflectors, by The Royal
Label Factory, 60cm wide x 66cm high, F
£80-100
513.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white
with reflectors, Slow Major Road Ahead by
Needham and Bends For I Mile, each 37cm
wide x 70 cm high, F, (2) £80-120

519.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples black on white Low Bridge
signs 300 yds Ahead and 130 yds on Right with
reflectors, each 37cm wide x 70 cm high, P-F,
(2) £80-100
520.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white with
reflectors, T Junction by Gowshall and 1 In 6
Hill by The Royal Label Factory, each 30 cm
wide x 54 cm high, F, (2) £80-100

507.
Display Models Famous Liners,
three constructed plastic kit models, Titanic,
Lusitania and Queen Mary II, each in display
cases the largest 1200mm long, F (3) £50-80
Road Signs
508.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white, Low
Gear For 1/2 Mile and No Through Road, the
larger 70cm wide x 36cm high, F, (2) £80-120

514.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white, Low
Bridge 660 yds Ahead and Slow Major Road
Ahead with reflectors, each 37cm wide x70 cm
high, F, (2) £80-120

509.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign,
an alloy example black on white, Single Track
Road With Passing Places, by The Royal Label
Factory, 48 cm wide x 69cm high, F £60-80

515.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign,
an alloy example black on white Double Bend
with reflectors by The Royal Label Factory, 44
cm wide x 77cm high, F £60-80
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521.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white with
reflectors, Bend and Road Junction both by
The Royal Label Factory, each 30 cm wide x 54
cm high, F, (2) £80-100
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528.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign, an
alloy example black on white Road Junction
with reflectors, 30 cm wide x 54 cm high, G-E
£80-120

522.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white with
reflectors, Bend and Road Junction each 30
cm wide x 54 cm high, F, (2) £80-100
523.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white with
reflectors, Cross Roads and Road Narrows by
The Royal Label Factory, each 30 cm wide x 54
cm high, F, (2) £80-100

524.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white, Road
Junction and Cross Roads with reflectors both
by Gowshall, each 30 cm wide x 54 cm high, F,
(2) £80-100
525.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white with
reflectors, Bend and Cross Roads each 30 cm
wide x 54 cm high, F, (2) £80-100
526.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two alloy examples both black on white, Road
Junction and Low Bridge with reflectors by
Gowshall, each 30 cm wide x 54 cm high, F, (2)
£80-100

527.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
three signs black on white comprising alloy
Cross Roads and Bend, together with a metal
example Cross Roads, each 30cm wide x 54 cm
high, F, (3) £100-150

529.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign, an
alloy example black on white Two Way Road
with reflectors, by Needham 30 cm wide x 54
cm high, F £80-100
530.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign, an
alloy example black on white Speed Limit 30
MPH with reflectors, by Royal Label Factory
30 cm wide x 54 cm high, F £80-100

531.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign,
an alloy circular example black, red and white
‘30’ (speed limit) with reflectors, 60 cm in
diameter, F-G £100-120
532.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign,
an alloy circular example black and white
National Speed limit with reflectors, 45 cm in
diameter, F-G £80-120

533.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
two circular post top alloy red warning signs
each with brackets and inset with inverted
triangles, with reflectors, one by Hills, each
61cm in diameter, F, (2) £100-120

534.
Original Pre Warboys Road Signs,
five alloy red triangular post top warning
signs, four with reflectors two with brackets,
one by Grove Works, Barnard Castle, each 40
cm high, F, (5) £100-150
535.
Original AA Road Sign, a yellow and
black enamel triangular sign inscribed School
Safety First with AA insignia above by Franco
Signs, 66 cm wide x 56 cm high, G £150-200

536.
WSCC Notice and Road Obstructed
Sign, an alloy notice black on white The
Depositing of Material of Any Kind on This
Verge is Prohibited, M Milne County Surveyor
Chichester, 60 cm wide x 30 cm high and a
Continental tin sign black on yellow Caution
Road Obstructed by K J, F, (2) £60-80
537.
Cast Iron Bridge Notice, an original
notice black on white, inscribed All Vehicles
Exceeding 3 Tons Prohibited From Crossing
This Bridge, 70 cm wide x 44 cm high, F
£50-80

538.
Cast Iron Bridge Notices,
two original cast iron notices, inscribed
Locomotives, Heavy Motor Cars, and All Motor
Vehicles with Seats For More Than 15 Persons
Prohibited, each 60cm x 60cm, F, (2) £80-100

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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539.
Reigate Rural District Bridge
Notice, An original wall mounted cast iron
notice, inscribed Reigate Rural District Council
Notice ‘ This bridge will not safely carry
loads exceeding the ordinary weights of the
district by order of the council Arthur J Head
Surveyor’ 15” high x 24” wide F £50-80

543.
1950s Advertising Figures, three
rubberoid examples, comprising Cutie by
Marten Hats bust of a young girl, Phillips Stick
A Soles and Heels in the form of a cobbler by
Beritex and a Trex Tubby Trex figure ( in two
pieces P), the largest 38 cm high, P-F, (3)
£80-100

Advertising
549.
Original Enamelled Fry’s Cocoa
Advertising Sign, white lettering on a blue
ground inscribed Fry’s Pure Concentrated
Cocoa, by the Patent Enamel Co Birmingham
& London, 48” wide x 12” high, some enamel
loss mainly to edges, F-G £100-150

540.
Enamelled Guinness Sign, an
original double sided octagonal sign (with
later overpainting) with red lettering Guinness
Sold Here on one side and Guinness is Good
For You on reverse, on a white ground with
green and black border by James Bruton &
Sons London (some enamel loss) 46 cm wide x
28 cm high, P-F £40-60
541.
Guinness Memorabilia, various
items including, seven Alice in Wonderland
Guinness postcards (one with a 1951
postmark) by Sanders Phillips & Co (G), a
Staffordshire pottery Willow pattern plate
advertising Guinness (18 cm in diameter G),
reproduction set of Carlton Ware pottery
Guinness wall mounted flying toucans (good),
two pairs of enamelled cuff links by T/E & Co
and H.W. Miller both Birmingham and lapel
badge also by H.W. Miller, various other later
badges, key rings and bottle openers, 1950s
and later playing cards, reproduction coasters,
a games compendium, ties and Guinness glass
ware and other drinking vessels ( some with
worn logos), P-G, (Qty) in two boxes £60-80

544.
Edwardian Vinolia Soap Advertising
Figure, a papier mache figure in the form of a
boy with his hands in his pockets ‘If I Must be
Washed Wash Me with Vinolia’ general wear,
some deterioration to plinth, 43 cm high F-G
£200-300
545.
Edwardian Advertising Figures La
Premiere Pipe and Pears, a terracotta group
in the form of a Breton fishing village boy and
girl the latter holding a pipe, inscribed La
Premiere Pipe Saint Malo, indistinctly signed,
G, (26cm high) and a continental porcelain
figure of ‘Bubbles’ advertising Pears Soap, G,
15cm high, G, (2) £80-100

550.
Original Enamelled Nectar Tea
Advertising Sign, green lettering on a white
ground in the form of a cup of tea with saucer,
by the Patent Enamel Co Ltd Birmingham &
London, 21” wide x 13” high, some enamel
loss to edges, F-G £120-160
551.
Original Enamelled Spillers
Advertising Sign, orange lettering on a
blue ground inscribed Ingredients Analyses
Declared Spillers Balanced Rations, 30” wide x
20” high, some enamel loss and rust mainly to
edges, F-G £80-120
552.
Original Enamelled Spratts
Advertising Sign, black lettering on an orange
ground inscribed Spratt’s Ovals The Pocket
Dog Biscuit, 30” wide x 20” high, some enamel
loss and rust mainly to edges, F-G £50-80

546.
Original Enamelled Sunlight Soap
Advertising Sign, blue and yellow enamel
pictorial example, inscribed £1000 Sunlight
Soap Guarantee of Purity 36” wide x 27” high,
some enamel loss mainly to edges, F-G
£150-200
542.
Scottish Breweriana Advertising
Figures, a group of five, comprising four
rubberoid examples McEwans’ Export,
Dewar’s Whit Label, Drambuie and Wm
Younger’s Tartan Keg, all in polychrome
colours (G) the largest 34 cm high, together
with a Johnnie Walker plastic model also
polychrome (minus plinth), F, (40cm high),
F-G, (5) £60-80
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547.
Original Enamelled Bisto
Advertising Sign, white/green lettering on a
brown ground inscribed Bisto for Gravy, Soup
& Stews by Patent Enamel Co Ltd Birmingham
some enamel loss mainly to edges, 33” wide x
22” high, F-G, £80-120

553.
Original Enamelled Marrett Brandy
Advertising Sign, a pictorial example with
green and white lettering on a white/red/
green ground Marrett Brandy India’s Favourite
For 75 Years, by SUR Enamel Wrks Calcutta,
18” wide x 24” high, some enamel loss rust
and retouching, F £80-120

548.
Original Enamelled Thomson Craik’s
Lemonade Advertising Sign, white lettering
on a blue ground inscribed Thomson Craik’s
Incomparable Lemonade Made From Messina
Lemons by Falkirk Iron Co, 24” wide x 18” high
some enamel loss, F-G, £60-80

554.
Original Enamelled Price’s Motor
Oils Advertising Sign, a pictorial double sided
example with white lettering on a red/blue
ground inscribed Prices’s Ship Brand Motor
Oils, 24” wide x 18” high enamel loss, rust and
one corner missing P-F £50-60
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

555.
Original Enamelled German PGS
Propangas Advertising Sign, a pictorial
example with black and white text on a red/
whit/grey ground inscribed PGS Propangas
Vertribsstelle, 16 “ x 24” wide, some enamel
loss to corners, F-G £60-80

556.
Original Enamelled Royal Daylight
Advertising Sign, a double sided flanged
example with black lettering on a blue ground
inscribed Use Royal Daylight Oil for Lighting,
Heating , Cooking, by Franco Signs London,
22” wide x 18” high minor enamel loss, G
£140-180

564.
Original Enamelled John Berrie Ltd
Advertising Sign, a double sided example with
white lettering on a green ground inscribed
Agents For John Berrie Chemical Cleaners &
Dyers Manchester & London, by The Patent
Enamel Co Ltd Birmingham & London, 18”
wide x 15” high, some enamel loss mainly to
edge, F-G £60-80

559.
Original Enamelled Liptons Tea
Advertising Sign, a double sided flanged
example with white lettering on a blue
ground, inscribed Ask For Lipton’s Tea by
Special Appointment, by The Patent Enamel
Co Ltd Cannon St E C, 17” wide X 13” high,
considerable rust and enamel loss, P £50-60
560.
Original Enamelled Lyons Cakes
Advertising Sign, a double sided flanged
example with blue lettering on a yellow
ground inscribed Lyons Cakes, 18” wide x 16”
high, minor wear to edges, G £60-80
561.
Original Enamelled Lyons
Superbread Advertising Sign, a pictorial
double sided flanged example with blue
and red lettering on a white and red ground
inscribed Lyons Superbread, 18” wide x 16”
high, minor enamel loss to edges, G £60-80

565.
Original Enamelled  Great Eastern
Steam Laundry Advertising Sign, a double
sided flanged example with white lettering on
a red ground inscribed Agents For The Great
Eastern Steam Laundry Co Ltd Dyers & French
Cleaners Edinburgh, 12” wide x 15” high,
considerable enamel loss and rust, P £50-60
566.
Original Enamelled  Watson’s
Matchless Cleanser Advertising Sign, blue and
white lettering on a blue and white ground
inscribed Watson’s Matchless Cleanser is the
Best Soap for All Purposes by the Falkirk Iron
Co, 13” wide x 14” high, some enamel loss,
F-G £50-60

557.
Original Enamelled BP Motor Spirit
Advertising Sign, a large example with blue
lettering on a white and Union Flag ground,
inscribed BP Motor Spirit, by The Falkirk Iron
Co Ltd, 54” wide 36” high, some enamel loss,
F-G £400-600

562.
Original Enamelled Pickfords
Advertising Sign, a double sided flanged
example with white lettering on a blue ground
inscribed Booking Office For Pickfords Ltd
London, Country and Foreign Parcel Express,
by A G Hunt & Co Martin’s Lane E C, 16” wide
X 12” high, some enamel loss mainly to edge,
F-G £150-200

558.
Original Enamelled Oxo Cube
Advertising Sign, a pictorial example with
white lettering on a blue/red ground,
inscribed Meat & Drink To You Oxo Cube
Concentrated Beef, 12” wide x 18” high, some
minor enamel loss and rust to one corner, F-G
£180-220

563.
Original Enamelled Pullars Dye
Works Advertising Sign, black/blue lettering
on a white ground inscribed Agents For
Pullars’ Dye Works Perth by The Patent
Enamel Co Birmingham, 14” wide x 19” high,
minor wear to edge, G £60-80

567.
American Original Enamelled  
William Marvy Company Barbers Advertising
Sign, a double sided flanged example with
white lettering on a blue white and red ground
inscribed Barber Shop by William Marvy
Company, ST Paul, Minnesota, 24” wide x 12”
high some minor enamel loss, F-G
£200-250
568.
Original Enamelled  Will’s Capstan
Cigarettes Advertising Sign, a pictorial
example with blue/white lettering on a
pale blue ground inscribed Will’s Capstan
Cigarettes issued by The Imperial Tobacco Co,
18” wide x 36” high, some enamel loss, rust
mainly to edge, F-G £80-100

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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569.
Original Enamelled  Craven A
Cigarettes Advertising Sign, a pictorial
example with red lettering on a blue ground
inscribed Made Specially To Prevent Sore
Throats, 18” wide x 36” high, some enamel
loss and repainting, P-F, £80-100

575.
Original Enamelled Matchless
Metal Polish and Hudson’s Soap Advertising
Signs, two small signs Matchless Liquid or
Paste Metal Polish yellow and blue lettering
on a blue and yellow ground, 8” wide x 6”
high, and pictorial Hudson’s Soap black
lettering on a white ground by Stainton &
Hulme Ltd Birmingham, 10” wide x 7” high,
both with enamel loss to edges the latter
minus a corner, F, (2) £80-100

570.
Original Enamelled  Mitchells Prize
Crop Cigarettes Advertising Sign, red and
white lettering on a yellow ground inscribed
Mitchell’s Prize Crop Cigarettes, 18” wide x 36”
high, minor wear to edge, G £100-150
571.
Original Enamelled  Will’s Capstan
Cigarettes Advertising Sign, a flanged example
with blue/white lettering on a yellow ground
inscribed Will’s Capstan, 28” wide x 9” high,
minor wear to edge, G £50-60

572.
Original Enamelled  Mitchell’s XXX
Bogie Tobacco Advertising Sign, a double
sided flanged example with blue and red
lettering on a white ground inscribed Insist
On Mitchell’s XXX Bogie Original and Best, 14”
wide x 10” high, some enamel loss to edge,
F-G £60-80

580.
Original Blue Band and Cadbury’s
Signs, a painted metal sign with blue lettering
on a blue ground inscribed Blue Band
Margarine 18” wide x 6” high and a printed
tin pictorial Cadbury’s double sided sign
advertising Fruit & Nut/ Dairy Milk both 1’-, 5”
wide x 15” high, F-G, (2) £50-60
576.
Original Enamelled Gossages
Soap and Milkmaid Advertising Signs, two
signs Gossages Wheel Brand Dry Soap, white
lettering on a red/blue/yellow ground (areas
repainted and repaired) 23” wide x 12” high
and Milkmaid Coffee & Milk green lettering on
a white ground by Willing & Co Ltd London (
enamel loss and considerable rust), 37” wide x
7” high, P, (2) £60-80
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581.
Two Original Brooke Bond and
Lyon’s Advertising Signs, two printed tin signs
Brooke Bond Tea black lettering on an orange
ground and Lyons Tea white lettering on a blue
ground, each 30” wide x 20” high the latter
with damage to one corner, F-G, (2) £50-80

577.
Original Enamelled German Persil
by Henkel Advertising Sign, white lettering on
a green ground Inscribed Persil Henkel, 24”
wide x 16” high, some enamel loss to corners,
F-G £50-80

582.
Two Original Coca Cola Advertising
Signs, two printed tin signs each inscribed
Drink Coca Cola Sold Here Ice Cold, 31” wide x
12” high and 27” wide x 19 high (pictorial and
also reads Refresh Yourself), F, (2) £50-80

573.
Original Enamelled  Lyon’s
Advertising Signs, two signs comprising Lyon’s
Tea white lettering on a blue ground 27” wide
x 7” high and Lyon’s Cakes circular with blue
lettering on a yellow ground 17” in diameter,
both with some enamel loss and rust to edges
F, (2) £50-80
574.
Original Enamelled  Cadbury’s
and Spratts Advertising Signs, two signs
comprising Cabury’s Chocolate Delicious &
Wholesome white lettering on a blue ground
(Birmingham Manufacturer), 17” wide x 7”
high and Spratt’s Ovals For Doggy Fitness
yellow lettering on a blue ground by Wood &
Penfold London, 12” square, both with enamel
loss mainly to edges , the latter minus two
corners, F, (2) £60-80

579.
Original Price’s Night Lights
Enamelled Advertising Sign, a pictorial
example with white lettering on a black
ground inscribed Prices New Patent Night
Lights, Prices Childs’ Night Lights London &
Liverpool, 6” wide x12” high, repainting to one
corner, F-G £50-60

583.
Two Original Egg Advertising Signs,
two painted tin signs Fresh Farm Eggs Silcocks
Poultry Foods 15” wide x 20” high and New
Laid Eggs From Bibby Fed Hens (double sided)
15” wide x 18” high, F, (2) £40-60

578.
Original Enamelled Ice Cream Sign,
a pictorial example with white lettering on a
blue ground inscribed We Serve Delicious Ice
Cream, 18” wide x 24” high, some wear to
edges, G £50-60

584.
Original Detergent and Washer
Advertising Signs, a group of four comprising
a painted metal Rinso example 16” wide x 12”
high and three printed tin signs, Compo The
Self Washer, Oxydol and Borax Extract of Soap,
the largest 24” wide x 7” high, F-G, (4)
£60-80
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589.
Original Lyons Ice Creams
Advertising Signs, three signs all printed tin
comprising Lyons Maid Ice Cream, Lyons Maid
Super Zippy Wafer 6D and Lyons Maid on
Parade! Advertising various Lyons ice creams
and lollies, the largest 18” wide x 24” high,
F-G, (3) £60-80

585.
Original Fuel and Batteries
Advertising Signs, three printed tin signs
Esso Which Succeeds Pratts, and a pictorial
example Pratts High Test Petrol each 14”
wide x 20” high, together with a double sided
flanged sign We Fit Pertrix for Good 18” wide
x 12” high, F-G, (3) £80-120

590.
Original Walls Ice Creams
Advertising Signs, three signs a flanged
double sided painted alloy example Walls Ice
Cream Sold Here, and later printed alloy Walls
Real Dairy Ice Cream together with printed tin
Walls Love ice cream, the largest 36” wide x
24” high, F-G, (3) £60-80
591.
Original Black Cat Advertising Sign,
We Sell Black Cats a pictorial sign double sided
and adhered to a triangular section metal wall
bracket, 16” wide x 24” high, F-G £50-80

595.
Enamelled Frys Advertising Sign,
a pictorial example Frys Chocolate depicting
a boy in five different moods, 20” wide x 15”
high, some enamel loss, F-G £40-60
596.
Enamelled Venos Advertising Sign,
Venos Lightning Cough Cure, some enamel
loss, 13” wide x 22” high, F-G £40-60
597.
Enamelled Frys Cocoa Advertising
Sign, a pictorial example Frys Pure Breakfast
Cocoa, some enamel loss, 14” wide x 24” high,
F-G £40-60

586.
Original Tobacco Advertising Signs,
a painted alloy example double sided Senior
Service Satisfy/Nelson Tipped Cigarettes 17”
wide 15” high, together with three printed
tin signs all pictorial Players Digger, Mick
McQuaid Plug and Cut Plug and Torchlight
Cigarettes by Gallaher with Arabic and
Oriental Characters, the largest 20” wide x 29”
high, P-F, (4) £80-120
587.
Original Beverage Advertising Signs,
all pictorial and printed including an alloy
example Have a Bev J Lyons & Co 9” wide x
24” high and tin examples Mc Ewan’s Pale Ale,
Grants Scotch Whisky with calendar attached
(unchecked) and Newcastle Champion Brown
Ale, the largest 15” wide 24” high, P-F, (4)
£50-60

594.
Enamelled Guinness Advertising
Sign My Goodness My Guinness depicting
an ostrich and zoo keeper marked Guinness
Brewing GB Copyright, 14” wide x 20” high,
some enamel loss to one corner, F- G
£50-80

592.
Enamelled Guinness Advertising
Sign Guinness For Strength depicting  a
Steam Road Roller marked Guinness Brewing
GB Copyright, 14” wide x 20” high, G £60-80

588.
Original Advertising Signs, various
signs including a printed metal example
Stiffitis for Backache, and tin signs two
pictorial examples Say McVities and Inecto
Rapid Hair Colouring together with Ulverston
Chambre of Trade, C.R. Shoes, Scott’s Oats and
Redgate Table Waters, the largest 19” wide x
14” high, P-G, (7) £50-80

598.
Enamelled Black Cat  Advertising
Sign, a pictorial example Black Cat Pure
Matured Virginia Cigarettes, 14” wide 20”
high, G £40-60
599.
Enamelled Rudge Whitworth
Advertising Sign, a pictorial example Rudge
Whitworth Britains Best Bicycle, 16” wide x
22” high, G £40-60
593.
Enamelled Guinness Advertising
Sign Guinness For Strength depicting  
lumberjacks marked Guinness Brewing GB
Copyright, 14” wide x 20” high, some enamel
loss to one corner, F-G £50-80

600.
Enamelled Sunlight Soap
Advertising Sign, a pictorial example Sunlight
Soap £1000 Reward, 20” wide 17” high, G
£40-60

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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601.
Enamelled Advertising Signs, four
small pictorial examples Robin Starch, Wrights
Coal Tar Soap, Hudsons Soap and Prices
Carriage Candles all 8” x 10” approx., G, (4)
£40-60
602.
Enamelled Advertising Signs, four
small pictorial examples Idris Dandelion &
Burdock, Cream Soda and Ginger Beer, each
6” x 8” and Bon Bons Loup Les Meilleurs 6”
wide x12” high, G, (4) £40-60

607.
Various instruments, Cooke
Troughton and Simms black-enamelled and
chrome polarizing microscope, with four
objectives, in wooden case, with scientific
glassware, stand, opera glasses, a.f., three
student’s microscopes, two cased, chemical
balance weights, hydrometer, scissor and file
roundlet set, brass rolling chart rule, polished,
engineering levels, moulding plane and other
items (a lot) £50-80
608.
A 19th Century Cutts Sutton & Co
Sikes’s Hydrometer, with boxwood scales, in
fitted mahogany case, 250mm wide £60-100

615.
Microscope slides, including
Topping paper-covered polariscope slide, and
King’s College specimen slides, scales and
weights, including jeweller’s balances (2),
nest of Troy cup weights, chemical balance
weights, hydrometer, boxwood scales, two
cased, and other items, most a.f. (a lot)
£50-80
616.
A collection of brass and plated
Weights, including bell weights up to 7lbs,
nesting weights, cylindrical weights and cup
weights (a lot) £40-60

603.
Original Enamelled Forestry
Commission Sign, a pictorial sign inscribed
Forestry Commission Take Care Do Not Start
Fire, with enamel loss, 15” wide x 21” high,
P-F £50-60
604.
Original Vehicle Testing Station
Sign, a painted metal sign white on green
inscribed Vehicle Testing Station Approved By
The Ministry of Transport, 24” wide x 25” high,
G £50-60

609.
A 19th Century brass Martin-type
Drum Microscope, with objectives, stage
forceps/black and white disc, and talc case, in
mahogany case, 280mm wide, restored, and
brass-mounted magnifying glass (2) £60-100

617.
Various instruments, binocular
microscope head, Union, Tokyo, various
condensers and parts, slides, student
microscope and micrometer (a lot) £30-40

610.
A folding hand saw, with associated
tools, in canvas case £60-100
611.
Brass weights, dumpy spherical 1,
2 and 4lb weights, proof marks, broad arrow,
1955, smaller spherical weights (8), nest of
five Sovereign weights and cylindrical weights
(a lot) £30-50
618.
Eyebaths, large collection, mostly
blue, green, white or clear moulded glass
(apx. 100), with ground undersides or pontil
removed (8), white ceramic (3) (apx. 110)
£50-80

605.
Original Enamelled Warning
Notices, three signs Petroleum Spirit Store
and In Case of Fire by Proctor Newcastle, both
red lettering on a white ground and an A W
Bomb Precaution notice black lettering on a
white ground the largest 24” square, F-G, (3)
£60-80
Scientific Instruments
606.
A brass and iron Cambridge
Pressure Indicator, with paper indicator discs
and moving ink nib, 0-150 psi, 370mm long
£30-50

END OF AUCTION
612.
A horse-measuring walking cane,
the extending boxwood rule divided to 17
Hands, Feet and Metres, with extending brass
indicator arm, level bubble missing £100-150
613.
A Carl Zeiss brass Compound
Student’s Micrscope, with two obejctives,
polished, in mahogany case, 310mm wide,
British compound monocular microscope,
Y-shaped foot and simple stage, and Watson
‘Service’ microscope, with a swinging-sector
balance, incomplete (4) £80-120
614.
Telescope and other items,
mahogany and brass ‘Jones London Day or
Night’, single draw, a.f., binoculars - Ross
Solaross, Swift Audobon Mk II, Zeiss Telita, a.f.,
Taylor Hobson 1941 issue, and others, quarterplate family diapositives, and other items
£50-80
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior  
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting
upon his authority. In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc.
refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their
own risk. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested
proof of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have
in place before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You
are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or
by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition
and authenticity. The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20% of the Hammer Price
if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE;
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on
the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates
that VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within
the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK.
(**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of
VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer’s
premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the
hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium
is not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash
(maximum £10,000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. We will wherever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing
and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance
cover on shipments is not automatically provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete
a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and
personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later
than 7 days following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for
or collect the Lot within this time period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in
relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is
authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the
Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out
in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction)
are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true,
please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due
and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection
of each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the
accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a
Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated
selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept
liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be
in perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any
liability for the condition of second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought
to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their
Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk
of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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